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From the

Editor...
Towers of Gold Are Still Too little

There was quite a clamor made
in July when the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
announced its intention to
fine British Airways £183.39m
for infringements of the GDPR

T

hese infringements were relating
to the digital skimming data
breach that the airline suffered in
September 2018. Likewise, heads turned
again when the ICO went public with its
intention to fine Marriott International
£99m for exposing 339 million guest
records in November 2018.
I’d first like to point out one important
thing in both of these cases: these are
intentions to fine and, at the time of
writing, are not actual fines yet. There are
processes to go through, representations
to be given and final decisions to be made
about exactly how much each company
will be ordered to pay.
Whatever happens though, the figures
being discussed are astronomical – sure,
neither represent the maximum 4% of
annual turnover that the ICO has the
power to levy as monetary punishment,
but we are talking about hundreds of
millions of pounds here.
It may therefore come as a bit of a
surprise for me to ask, when it comes
to the really mammoth companies
in the world like BA and Marriott
International, is it enough? Now, by ‘it,’
I don’t mean the actual sums of money
mentioned, I mean money in general.
Hear me out.
For so long, the main talk around
GDPR has been those big, bad fines.
That has been the proverbial stick that
so many have referred to as the key

incentive for not wanting to fall foul of
the regulations.
Well, not long ago, the social media
giant Facebook was handed a fine to the
tune of $5bn by US regulator the Federal
Trade Commission over its violations
leading to the Cambridge Analytica
scandal, which led to personal data on 50
million users and their friends being used
without their consent. I repeat – $5bn.
Surely, even Facebook would feel the
full effects of being hit by a fine of that
magnitude? Well, not really. Facebook
is worth hundreds of billions of dollars;
the firm made over $15bn in the first
quarter of 2019 alone. It seems to me
like Facebook simply accepted that a fine
would come, set aside the money, paid,
and it has pretty much been business
as usual ever since. Yes, the company
announced plans for an overhaul of its
internal processes to better foreground
user privacy, but it does rather feel like
Facebook got away with a bit of (an
expensive) slap on the wrist.
It’s therefore my belief that astute
regulators, particularly the ICO, will need
to call upon other weapons in their armory
to really hit the colossal firms where it
hurts for failures in compliance. After all,
under the GDPR, the ICO has powers to
inflict punishments that go beyond fines:
for example, it can force a company to
stop processing data for a length of time.
That would have a far greater impact on

When it comes
to the mammoth
companies
of this world,
money will
not always be
enough of a
deterrent for
compliance
failure

Our next Online
Summit is just a
few weeks away!

companies than any monetary fine that
the ICO could hand out, and maybe this
should become a trend that will remind
the big players that no matter how much
money they have in the bank, their ability
to process data is priceless.
One industry that might want to take
extra caution is the gaming sector. Our
cover feature explores the significant rise of
cybercrime targeting the booming, hugely
popular but relatively insecure gaming
industry, a reminder that cyber-criminals
will always seek to go after quick, easy
money. With the gaming industry being
one of the most profitable and fastestgrowing in the world, the sector will have
its work cut out to get up to speed with the
security required to keep it safe. Find out
more about that on page 12.
We’ve seen other threats come to
the fore recently too, with particular
advancements being made in fraud
techniques. Our feature on page 18
reflects on the evolution of fraud and
the damage modern-day fraudsters can
cause. Likewise, recent times have seen
hackers turn their sites to exploiting the
domain name system – the foundational
layer of the internet that seems to be
both an open door for hackers to abuse
and, with some thought and foresight
from defenders, a means of stopping
pretty much any attack in its tracks.
Further, on page 34, Infosecurity asks
what the deal is with DNS.
Plenty to get stuck into in this issue
then, and there’s also our next Online
Summit to look forward to too! We’ll be
hosting the two-day event on September
24 and 25, and you can register here
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.
com/online-summits/.
Lastly, I’m delighted to announce my
promotion to the permanent role of
editor, with Eleanor Dallaway returning
from maternity leave to take on the role
of publishing director. Congrats Eleanor
and welcome back!

Michael Hill,
Editor
www.infosecurity-magazine.com
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NEWS FEATURE

THE HUAWEI STORY
Kacy Zurkus reflects on the ongoing dispute between the US and the Chinese
telecoms company Huawei, and asks what the future might have in store

C

onfused about the status of
Huawei and the impact of the
US ban on American companies
selling technology to the Chinese
telecommunications giant? Well, it’s with
good reason, particularly since President
Trump has started to waiver on his once
firm position that American companies
will no longer be allowed to sell goods
to Huawei.
On May 15 2019, President Trump
signed an executive order restricting
companies in the US from using telecom
equipment made by companies that were
suspected of posing threats to national
security, according to Reuters.
As Huawei had already been identified
as a potential threat that had allegedly
conspired to steal trade secrets from
global organizations, the company was
added to Trump’s ‘Entity List,’ “in part,
because it could build undetectable
backdoors into 5G hardware and
software, allowing the Chinese
government to spy on American
communications and wage cyberwarfare,” Bloomberg reported.
Despite all the hype, President
Trump has started to soften on his
prior stance with regard to the Chinese
telecommunication giant. Following
talks with China’s President at the end
of June, Trump reportedly said that he
would allow Huawei to buy products
from US firms.
Still, the future remains murky at best
given that lawmakers have introduced
legislation that would prevent the
administration from relaxing export
restrictions on Huawei, according
to World Trade Online. Even though

8
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President Trump indicated that the US
would begin lifting some restrictions on
Huawei, Senators Marco Rubio and John
Cornyn are seeking to block companies
on the ‘Entity List’ from buying products
from US companies, the Wall Street
Journal reported.

Why is Huawei an Issue?

This issue is at the heart of the concerns
about Huawei products, but there are
also hundreds of manufacturers that
use Chinese components, so there is a
trickledown effect that many fear would
pose national security risks.
Why foreign companies are placed
on the US ‘Entity List’ is something that
many ordinary US citizens can’t really
understand. The main reason Huawei
has been banned is because its devices
could potentially be used to spy on
anyone using them.
“It could be used for spying on
individual people. Maybe it could be
used for industrial espionage,” says
owner and chairman of ProPrivacy, Pete
Zaborszky. “Worst case scenario, it could
be used to spy on the government.”
Many accusations have been
made against Huawei, including the
suggestion that there are hardware
compromises that, in some way, are able
to take data and send it to the Chinese
intelligence community.

The Ripple Effect

As US-China relations become more
strained, companies outside of the scope
of tariffs are beginning to feel the effects,
with Huawei suffering major blows from
the US government.

As the ban has most
notably impacted the global
telecommunications provider,
Huawei filed a lawsuit against the US
government for violating the Due
Process Clause and the Separation-ofPowers principles enshrined in the US
Constitution. In the case of the latter,
because Congress is “both making the
law, and attempting to adjudicate
and execute it,” as Infosecurity
Magazine reported.
Tensions continued to mount as US
companies have also been impacted
by the ban. FedEx filed a lawsuit in
response to the federal restrictions.
In a statement explaining the suit,
FedEx claimed that the “prohibitions
contained in the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR)...unreasonably hold
common carriers strictly liable for
shipments that may violate the EAR
without requiring evidence that the
carriers had knowledge of any violations.
This puts an impossible burden on a
common carrier such as FedEx to know
the origin and technological make-up of
contents of all the shipments it handles
and whether they comply with the EAR.”
Even though Huawei products
have long been difficult to buy for US
consumers, the company produces more
than consumer phones. “They also do
telecoms equipment, which is something
Sprint of Verizon would use. Now the
ban has expanded to everything that is
Huawei,” points out Zaborszky. Given
that the ban restricts the use of Huawei
in Google apps, that’s going to have a
significant impact as the phones will be
virtually unusable for Android.

US VS HUAWEI

RY: AN ANALYSIS
The Industry’s
Quiet Reaction

Some voices in the tech industry have
recognized the potential security risks
that could result from the ban along with
the impact of Huawei no longer using
the Google Play store, but Zaborsky

argues Brian Egenrieder, SyncDog’s
chief research officer. “People are
being more introspective and asking ‘If
Huawei is doing it, who else is doing
it?’” Egenrieder says.
Rather than speaking out in reaction to
the ban’s impact, Egenrieder insists more

“ From a handset
standpoint, Huawei is a
lot more popular in Asia
than it is in the US, so the
market response from the
consumer side has been
relatively muted”
thinks the industry has been strangely
quiet about the whole ordeal.
“From a handset standpoint, Huawei
is a lot more popular in Asia than it is in
the US, so the market response from the
consumer side has been relatively muted,”
agrees Clay Miller, CTO of SyncDog.
As Huawei is a provider of telecoms
equipment, US cellphone providers and
tower providers are likely going to have
a more negative reaction to the ban,
especially since Huawei is a major 5G
provider on a global scale, Miller adds.
The security issues brought to light
because of the hype around Huawei
have had a more indirect impact,

people are stepping back and questioning
everything they are doing around mobile
devices and mobile technology.
Though the ban is not baseless,
there is reason to question whether
the cybersecurity market’s reaction to
the tech giant is the right one when it
comes to concerns of national security.
Data security is at the heart of the
Huawei debate, but Egenrider points
out that it wouldn’t be at the forefront
of these retaliatory actions if companies
practiced strong endpoint security
policies in the first place.
“The industry has not really reacted to
the market in terms of responding to the

trust issue. Banning one provider is not
going to solve that problem,” Miller says.

Huawei & the Future of
Modern Technology

The ban is limited to network
infrastructure that the US assumes has
a high risk of being compromised, but
what about other providers or other
players in the industry that also have
backdoors that nobody knows about?
What the security industry can learn
from the current debate is that everyone
with a mobile device is vulnerable to being
compromised, Miller explains. “We have
to assume that from point A to point B,
we may send data over a compromised
network. We can’t trust that our devices are
not being backdoored, or that our network
hardware going over a cell tower is secure.”
Assuming that modern technology
is vulnerable forces the industry to see
what steps can be taken to protect data
even if it is sent over compromised
networks. “You have to assume there is a
non-zero possibility that data exchange
is going to travel an insecure network in
one way or another,” Miller says
Huawei has revealed that modern
technology isn’t really intended to secure
the data being exchanged. The reality is
that Huawei has only brought to light
the fact that we have been trusting that
mobile and network hardware installed
in service providers is secure.
“Now we have to move forward,
separating the data from the device.
Assume the device is compromised, so
protect that data no matter what device
it’s on,” concludes Egenrieder
END
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Q&A

BRUCE HALLAS
Bruce Hallas is a specialist in the human side of
cybersecurity, championing the gains that can be
made by reducing the guesswork of security and
creating an environment in which users can make
positive security choices. With over 20 years of
experience in the industry, he combines insights
from awareness, behavior and culture with best
practice to create a more demonstrably mature
approach to managing the human factors of
information security
By Michael Hill

Quick-fire Q&A
What’s your guilty pleasure?
Books. Lots of books! Also, a bottle
of Margaux.

What’s your biggest regret?
Not learning another language, but
I’m currently working on that - I’m
learning French!

To cut a long story short, I went for a
job and I discovered my interviewer
was a keen windsurfer as he had a
picture in his office from the same
windsurfing magazine that I read. We
spent quite a lot of time talking about
our shared interest in the sport and
other interests we had. We spent a lot
less time talking about the job, but
by then we had the seeds of a great
working relationship. I was invited
back to meet the MD and asked to
deliver a presentation as part of the
interview process. I turned up with
a copy of their brochure and asked
the MD if he’d signed off the content.
He said “Yes.” I then went through
all the values they espoused as being
important to them and told him how,
if I was chosen, I would support him
to achieve these. They offered me the
role before I left the building.

Right now, the best thing is seeing
the ‘Aha!’ moment in people’s eyes or
the metaphorical light bulb turning
on when I sit down to talk with them
about re-thinking the ‘human factor’
of security. However, what means
the most is when people take that
away with them and they become
champions for change, whether
within their organization or across
the industry.

It would have to be:
• John Kotter
• Richard Thaler
• Jonah Burger
• David C Evans
• Edgar Schein
• Geert Jan Hofstede
• Susan Weinschenk
• Yana Weinstein

What’s your favorite film?
Not sure I should say, as it’s a
standard ‘security question.’

How did you
get into the
information
security industry?

What’s the
best thing about
your job?

Who would be
in your dream
project team?

What did you want to be when you
were growing up?
Taller!

What’s the most
interesting thing
about security
behaviors?
The interplay between awareness,
behavior and culture fascinates me.
When you come to understand how
judgement and decisions are made,
you start to make sense of a lot of
the behaviors which confound us as
security professionals.

BIO

@BruceHallas

Bruce Hallas is the author
and host of Re-thinking
the Human Factor (book
and podcast). He is an
advocate, consultant,
trainer and speaker in
the field of information
security awareness,
behavior and culture, with
knowledge of governance,
risk and compliance.
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NOT ALL
FUN &
GAMES:

CYBERCRI
GAMING IN
Michael Hill investigates how and why the video gaming
industry has become an attractive target for cybercrime
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T

he gaming industry is big
business. So much so in fact
that Statista predicts that the
global video game market will be worth
a staggering $138bn+ by 2021, and
estimates that there are currently almost
2.5 billion video gamers worldwide.
In our modern day and age, one can
game from their phone, tablet, computer,
console and beyond. Clearly, things have
come a very, very long way since the early
days of video gaming back in the 1970s,
when the likes of Pong and Space Invaders
were the go-to games of choice. Gaming
has evolved into not just one of the most
popular and widely-enjoyed hobbies
in the world, but as an industry, it has
become one of the most dynamic and
competitive markets in the tech sector.
However, while there has been
continual increases in the number of
people turning to the gaming industry
for fun and entertainment over the
last few decades, more recently, it has
also drawn the attention of a subset of
society whose interest in it is far less
recreational: cyber-criminals.
A plethora of research and media
reports have revealed that, over the
last few years, cybercrime has welland-truly got its claws into the gaming
industry with attackers leveling various
nefarious escapades to defraud and steal
from the development, marketing and
monetization of video games.
So, why and how has the gaming
industry emerged as a target for
cybercrime, and what needs to be done
to protect it?

It’s in the Game

One of the most obvious factors that
has played a significant role in the
rise of gaming-based cybercrime is
the unrelenting power of the internet,
social media and mobile computing.
“The speed of change opens the gaming
industry to misconfigurations, policy
violations, threats, and identity and
access management challenges,” explains
Chris DeRamus, CTO and co-founder,
DivvyCloud.
More than that though, there are
specific things about the very nature
of the modern gaming industry that
make it a particularly eye-catching and
accessible target for cyber-attackers.
As Akamai states in the 2019 State of
the Internet/Security Web Attacks and
Gaming Abuse Report: “As an industry,
gaming is a large, unregulated market of
in-game purchases and rare items.”
Part of the reason why gaming is so
lucrative, the report continues, is the
trend of adding easily commoditized
items for gamers to consume, such
as cosmetic enhancements, special
weapons, or other related items.
14
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Mario Mercaldi, associate principal
security consultant at Synopsys, agrees:
“When a game has purchasable items
or in-game content, there is a virtual
‘economy’ that can quickly kill a game if
it sours.”
Another interesting element that
comes into play here is the fact that

that they should run some kind of antivirus program at the very least, but few
people view their phones as potential
attack vectors.”
So cyber-criminals are targeting
the booming but relatively securityimmature gaming industry to go after
quick, easy money. One could determine

“ Cyber-criminals can also
distribute a malicious
application in the form
of a game-related tool,
patch, crack or mod”
“gamers are a niche demographic known
for spending money, so their financial
status is also a tempting target,” Akamai’s
report adds.
“In a market with so many alternatives
and great revenue potential, which we
have seen with modern service models,
attackers see games as services with
piles of cash,” concurs Mercaldi. “This
potential is fed mostly by literal children
with access to their parents’ credit cards
and guarded by boilerplate financial
transaction frameworks monitored by
internal teams that have way too much
surface to cover.”
Then there’s the simple fact that “despite
the massive amounts of gamer PII stored
by game developers, the gaming industry
is relatively new to cybersecurity when
compared to other industries like finance
and healthcare,” points out Ben Goodman,
CISSP and senior vice-president of global
business and corporate development
at ForgeRock. Game development and
publishing studios therefore often face
the nightmarish task of protecting huge
amounts of revenue and data with modest
security divisions, and “there is still a
tendency to greatly prioritize ease of use
in the user experience over security,”
Goodman argues.
The huge shift towards mobile has
played a big part too. “People are
increasingly using their phones for
gaming,” Ashlee Benge, threat researcher
at ZeroFOX, tells Infosecurity. “The
availability of valuable information
on phones, paired with low security
barriers, makes mobile an attractive
attack vector for cyber-criminals.”
It can be difficult for app stores to
regulate mobile games given the sheer
volume of applications in these stores,
she adds. “Public perception also has
not shifted fully to consider mobile
protection yet, either. The average laptop
user is probably at least somewhat aware

that, when it comes to cybercrime,
that’s nothing new – but exactly how are
fraudsters capitalizing on the gaming
sector, and is that where things really
start to get interesting?

Hackers Level Up

“Before talking about the attack
strategies, we should first understand
how exactly cyber-criminals tend to
make money,” Mariya Fedorova, lead
malware analyst for Kaspersky, tells
Infosecurity. For example, they can sell
gaming accounts, game-related artefacts
or bait gamers into launching thirdparty software completely unrelated to
the target game.
However, you can’t sell something
that you don’t own, so you need to
steal it first, Fedorova adds. “The most
common practice today is to hijack
accounts related to digital distribution
platforms such as Steam, Origin, etc.
While the developers take measures to
minimize the risk of the accounts being
simply brute forced, methods such as
social engineering, using password
stealing malware or the combination of
both remain quite popular for stealing
account passwords.”
According to Akamai’s report,
hackers targeted gaming
industry websites with 12
billion credential stuffing
attacks between November
2017 and March 2019.
Akamai notes that the
total number of credential
stuffing attacks it recorded
across all industries
during that period was
55 billion, so the 12
billion that the gaming
industry suffered put
it amongst the fastest
rising targets for that type
of attack.

CYBERCRIME & GAMING
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“Once an account is compromised,
it’s likely going to be quickly sold or
traded,” Akamai states. “Some of the
transactions dealing with the sale or
trading of gaming accounts take place
in public view, on easily accessible
websites or forums, or social services
like Discord. Other transactions happen
in more exclusive areas, such as private
forums or markets on the darknet.”
Once a criminal obtains access to
an account, they can extract monetary
value a few different ways, and any
money made from the attack is pure
profit. Of course, if there are any
payment methods linked to the accounts
for purchasing upgraded items or
currency directly through the gaming
system (which there very often are),
even better.
Fraudsters are not just focusing on
account takeover and credential theft to
make money though; cyber-criminals
have also taken to spreading malware to
unsuspecting gamers.
Research from Kaspersky recently
discovered that 930,000+ gamers were
hit by ransomware between June 2018
and June 2019, with the firm citing the
manufacturing and distribution of fake
copies of popular video games such as
Minecraft, Grand Theft Auto and The
Sims as a key strategy used by scammers
to spread viruses.
“Cyber-criminals can also distribute
a malicious application in the form of a
game-related tool, patch, crack or mod,”
Fedorova says. “Or some criminals may
opt to add or mix in the malicious logic
to non-malicious game applications
(usually, a game crack or trainer) to
arise less suspicion from the user. Game
tools and malware are packed in some

bundles so when the user launches the
package, both applications are started.”
DDoS attacks have impacted the
modern gaming industry as well. In fact, a
23-year-old man, Austin Thompson, was
recently sentenced to 27 months in prison
for launching a series of DDoS attacks
against Sony’s PlayStation Network,
Electronic Arts and Nintendo in 2013/14,
knocking gaming services oﬄine by
bombarding them with traffic. It’s believed
that his intentions were simply to cause a
nuisance over the festive period although,
according to the Department of Justice,
U.S. Attorney’s Office, Southern District of
California, “Thompson’s actions caused at
least $95,000 in damages.”
What’s more, Benge explains how the
team at ZeroFOX was able to identify
nearly 5000 different scam websites
targeting users of the hugely popular
online battle game Fortnite.
“These scam websites were phishing
campaigns in disguise,” she says.
“Additionally, as the Android version of
the Fortnite mobile app is not available
through the Google Play Store, it is a
prime target for attackers. Malicious
fake apps have been marketed as the
legitimate Fortnite application. Users
who do not see a Fortnite application
for download on the Play Store may
search for the app online and download
it from a source other than the official
Fortnite website. This makes a cybercriminal’s job a lot easier, since they
have a large number of potential
victims who are already searching for
applications to download.”
What’s abundantly clear is that
modern video gaming is not all fun
and games, and that players can land
themselves in a lot more bother than an
end-of-level boss fight with Bowser or
a Fortnite battle royale, but what can be
done about it?

Upping the Security Game
“If the gaming industry is going to make
money reminiscent of the financial
services industry, it’s going to need a
security maturity model to match,” argues
Mercaldi. “Not only diligent efforts in
secure code review, but also targeted
game mechanics reviews to identify
exploits at the design phase and
threats to the in-game economy,
in addition to regular penetration
tests, privacy reviews and insider
threat analysis, among other
tactics.”
For DeRamus, the
gaming sector must
adopt automated cloud
security solutions
that enable them to
detect threats such as
misconfigurations and

policy violations, and use automation to
deliver real-time remediation that stops
issues before they are exploited. “These
guardrails need to be implemented at
runtime but also shifted left into the
build process so that there is never even
the opportunity to exploit an issue.”
Likewise, gaming organizations also need
to leverage zero trust security strategies
that implement real-time, contextual
and continuous security that identifies
anomalous internal and external behavior,
then prompts further action, such as
identity verification, adds Goodman. “For
example, if a US PlayStation Network
user’s login credentials were to be
compromised and an unauthorized user
attempted to obtain access from another
country and device, that unauthorized
individual would be prompted to provide
additional verification.”
However, it’s also important to
recognize that there is a significant
human element to securing the gaming
industry, Mercaldi points out. “To make
the gaming industry more secure also
means to make our modern connected
digital world more secure – and that’s
everyone’s responsibility.”
There are several steps gamers
themselves can take to be more secure,
Fedorova says, starting with only
using legitimate services with a proven
reputation. “Also, make sure to pay extra
attention to a website’s authenticity when
downloading or playing games online.”
Further to that, DeRamus advises
consumers to take the assumption
that any gaming service they use will
be compromised. “Therefore, always
use unique login credentials across
all accounts and enable multi-factor
authentication (MFA) where it is available.
Limit the amount of personal information
that you provide to services. Additionally,
always use virtual credit cards for
purchases online, as doing so means that
you never provide your main credit card
account number and thus protect this
from theft or abuse.” Finally, DeRamus
says to use a modern web browser and
observe and listen to the security cautions
that it provides.
As the gaming industry continues
to grow and expand, so too will it
increasingly be targeted by cybercriminals looking to cash in on its
profitability and popularity. The
challenge is for game publishers to
put greater emphasis on better, more
sophisticated security within their
products and services, and for consumers
to be aware of the risks and respond with
more secure behaviors and practices
around their gaming exploits. If not, the
gaming sector might just find itself in a
losing battle in which fraudsters end up
having all the fun
END
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NICOLA WHITING
Nicola Whiting is passionate about business growth and
is an award-winning business mentor. Neurodiverse, she
works with NeuroCyber UK to advocate for diversity in all
forms, believing it will lead to broader and ultimately better
solutions to our most pressing issues – in cybersecurity,
business, and in life. Nicola also regularly contributes to
various media publications and is always willing to share
her expertise and insight
By Michael Hill

What was
your route into
the information
security industry?

That’s a tough one – my proudest
achievement is probably winning the
Sparky Baird award for my thought
piece on AI and cyber-warfare. It’s a
US award given to writers by AFCEA
International & SIGNAL Magazine and
it’s very prestigious, it felt like winning a
Pulitzer and made more impact on me
than becoming an Amazon best-selling
author with my Extraordinary Women
book. It was validation that seven years
of study had all been worth it and that
my technical insights were now as
valuable as my commercial ones.

The list is endless – but essentially
they all share the same quality: a
strong desire to contribute to and
support other people’s growth.
Some include Dr Jessica Barker and
her partner FC of Cygenta, Dr Sue
Black who began #techmums, Mike
Spain, founder of NeuroCyber, Jane
Frankland, an incredible woman who
does endless work to help address the
gender gap. Then there are a whole
host of writers and editors like Kate
O’Flaherty and Eleanor Dallaway
– all working so hard to bring the
important issues to the table!

Quick-fire Q&A
What’s your dream job?
‘Professional Babelfish’ – taking the
often complex concepts and language
that we use in this industry and
making them more accessible.

Like many in this field I’m a ‘double
dipper.’ I was in infosec in the late
90s/early 2000s, focused on remote
management and database software,
but became jaded (although I was
successful, I couldn’t see a clear path
into the boardroom). Women in
tech events were less common then,
‘group think’ wasn’t a thing that people
were aware of and diversity wasn’t
a major driver. In the end, I started
my own business, became an awardwinning jewelry designer, published
writer and chair of a National Design
Guild. I didn’t set out to get back into
technology & security, it just happened.
Some friends ran a business and they
needed advice on how to grow it. I
sketched out some ideas on the back of
a napkin and offered to help them find
the right person to help them grow –
they insisted that person should be me!

What’s your
proudest
achievement?

Who do you
admire in the
industry?

What’s your guilty pleasure?
Hour-long bubble baths reading
trashy Sci-Fi and fantasy books.
What’s your favorite book?
The Go Giver by Bob Burg, we
gift a copy to all new members of
our team – it’s a short book with a
transformational message.

What’s the
best thing about
your job?
The people I get to work with
and meet. This industry is full
of opportunities to work with
intelligent, switched-on people who
care passionately about what they’re
doing. My ‘tribe’ is full of folks with
the shared values of honesty and
integrity, who are life-long continual
learners. They are brilliant people,
often working crazy hours and
driving forward big ideas that might
change the world.

BIO

@CyberGoGiver

Nicola Whiting is chief
strategy officer and
co-owner of Titania
Group, a software
development company
specializing in intelligent
configuration analysis and
cybersecurity auditing.
She is also an Amazon
best-selling author and an
internationally recognized
speaker and writer.
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EVOL TION
OF FRAUD
With business email
compromise, click farms,
synthetic identities, and
omnichannel attacks,
Danny Bradbury explores how
the pickings for fraudsters
have never been richer
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T

he Greek sea merchant
Hegestratos was the first recorded
fraudster. He tried to commit
loan fraud by sinking his boat, but got
caught and drowned. He wouldn’t have
recognized today’s rip-offs, with their
advanced techniques and technologies.
Today, fraud is at an all-time high. It
has also evolved at a breakneck pace,
with adversaries using everything from
email to SIM swapping in their bids to
pull a fast one.
“When you first think about fraud,
you think of misuse, misrepresentation
and deception around the activities
you’re doing,” says Kimberly Sutherland,
vice-president of fraud and identity at
LexisNexis Risk Solutions. That opens
up a wide variety of categories, ranging
from business email compromise (where
attackers persuade employees to send
money to fraudulent accounts) through
to ad fraud, where crooks operate vast
networks of ‘click farms’ to increase
the visibility of their clients’ apps and
promote positive reviews.
One of the fastest-growing categories
of fraud is account takeover (ATO). The
rising number of online accounts serving
consumers and businesses, together with
the poor practices used to secure them,
make rich pickings for fraudsters who can
co-opt them in several ways.
Some ATOs target high-value
individuals, warns Mike Lynch, CSO
and chief product officer at anti-fraud
AI company Deep Labs, who spent
several years working anti-fraud at Bank
of America. Fraudsters will use spearphishing emails or socially engineer call
center employees to gain access.
Crooks have automated this process
for lower-value accounts, he continues,
using login credentials harvested from
hacked databases and sometimes sold
online. “They can rent a box – they don’t
even have to create their own – and they

Why would a fraudster need access
to an account that may have hardly
any money in it? Trace Fooshee, senior
analyst at research and consulting
company Aite Group and former head
of fraud strategy for SunTrust Bank,
explains that they need ‘drop accounts’
that exist solely for receiving and cashing
out stolen funds. “The fraudsters seem to
have a nearly endless inventory of drop
accounts (also known as mule accounts)
at their disposal,” he says. “This has been
one of the factors that has contributed
to the unusually expansive scale of ATO
attacks recently.”

“ When you first think
about fraud, you
think of misuse,
misrepresentation and
deception around the
activities you’re doing”
Synthetic Identities

Many fraudsters don’t bother stealing
accounts at all; they’ll just create their
own. Synthetic identity fraudsters will
use fake data such as phone numbers
and email addresses to create identities
that they can use to apply for credit.
Using children’s social security numbers
and ruining their credit rating before
they’re even adults is a popular and
deplorable trick. Companies sometimes
don’t validate the data, explains
Sutherland.
“When synthetic identities first came
out, they involved simple things like

“ Fraudsters are smart
enough to reverse it
back to the consumer’s
number, so the consumer
probably had no idea
that this even happened”
can test these credentials across different
organizations,” explains Lynch. As
people frequently reuse their passwords,
their Facebook credentials might well
also access their bank.
20
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synthetic ID, increasing the credit limit.
Sutherland calls this “proper care and
feeding.” That’s what a ring of New Jersey
fraudsters led by Babar Qureshi did in
a spree that saw them run up $200m
in credit using over 7000 fabricated
identities. They would apply for credit
cards using fake information and then
make small purchases, paying the cards
down regularly. When their credit was
high enough, they would burn the
account by maxing out the credit limit
and not paying it off.
Often, Sutherland says, fraudsters
can work these scams by favoring

getting a credit card in your dog’s name,”
she says. “It’s much more sophisticated
than that now.”
Today, fraudsters will work with
a company that issues credit to a

human-assisted application processes
rather than online ones that might
be more likely to verify information
automatically. Likely targets include call
centers and in-person loan applications
at places like car dealerships.
That said, the rise of online
transactions has definitely made it easier
for some kinds of fraud. Yinglian Xie,
CEO of AI-based anti-fraud company
DataVisor, explains that the rise of
online tax filing processes in the US has
made fraud more straightforward.
“Our research team learned that there
are many cases where attackers could
obtain information about individuals
living overseas, for example,” she says.
Fraudsters file tax claims on the victim’s
behalf and cash in on the refund cheques.

Omnichannel fraud

The rise in technology tools at the
average person’s disposal has led to
another development: omnichannel
fraud. Customers now demand to
deal with companies through various
channels, ranging from phone to online.
That has expanded the avenues for fraud,
explains Aite’s Fooshee.
This fraud can span several channels.
For example, a fraudster can use an
online app to attempt a fraudulent
payment, deliberately triggering
detection and the transmission of a
one-time SMS passcode alert to the
victim. They’ll then call the victim
pretending to be from the bank’s security

FRAUD EVOLUTION
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“ The fraudsters seem to
have a nearly endless
inventory of drop
accounts (also known
as mule accounts) at
their disposal”
group and dupe them into giving them
the code. Then, they’ll call the bank’s
fraud department with the code to
allow the payment. “It’s a form of social
engineering that requires the coordination
of cross-channel communications,” Fooshee
tells Infosecurity.
It can also straddle different
industries. Another common tactic is
SIM swapping, in which the attacker
takes direct control of the victim’s cell
phone account immediately before
taking over their bank account, he
warns. They can produce falsified
credentials at a franchised mobile
merchant and ask to upgrade their
equipment. “Then they have what they
need to intercept SMS text alerts from
the victim’s bank if/when they detect
potentially fraudulent activity,” he explains.
Some fraudsters don’t even bother
SIM swapping, explains Lynch. Instead,
they’ll just call the phone company
and ask them to forward the victim’s
number to their phone. “Fraudsters are
smart enough to reverse it back to the
consumer’s number, so the consumer
probably had no idea that this even
happened,” he warns. That means a
company can’t just rely on its own
security; it has to verify whether the
telco had bank-grade security too.
The stakes are rising as more
interactions make their way onto

omnichannel platforms. Aside from
customer demands for increasing
convenience, regulators are also
driving financial services companies to
omnichannel interactions, warns Kris
Lovejoy, global cybersecurity leader at EY.
“You’ve got stuff happening like
the EU’s Payment Services Directive
(PSD2), which requires that banks doing
business in Europe open up access for
data aggregators and payment services,”
she says. “You’re also beginning to see
discussions about this open banking
technology paradigm become more
relevant within the US.”
This means that banks will end up
interacting with app vendors rather
than the users themselves, she warns,
which will make fraud detection harder.
She worries that the security of mobile
apps isn’t keeping up with the risk, and
believes that the apps are playing a
bigger part in omnichannel fraud.
“We’re receiving a ton of malwareinfected applications being delivered
to the unsuspecting user, and that
application is being used for credential
and other kinds of PII data collection,”
she says.
This is due, in part, to companies’
reliance on third-party application
vendors, she argues. Many of them bolt
together applications using third-party
libraries and don’t verify them properly.

“They’re creating these amalgam
applications that they’re delivering to
their clients very quickly, with no security
built inside,” she says. The underlying
software in these apps can then harvest
data from the phone, including the app’s
login credentials and other PII.

AI for White Hats
& Black Hats

As these frauds become more complex,
mitigating them is getting more difficult.
Rather than using simple hard-coded
rules based on individual data points
such as credit card charges, companies
must analyze data from multiple sources,
say experts.
Sutherland talks of correlating digital
and physical activities to find warning
signs. “If I see that there are 50 different
individuals tied to one phone number,
that seems a little risky,” she says.
As the data volumes and the number
of data sources grow, companies are
adopting AI-based solutions. Deep Labs
and DataVisor are among a growing
number of vendors using machine
learning to spot patterns in large volumes
of data and alert clients to potential
fraud. These tools look at things like
login events, location, access patterns, the
device used to access an account and the
activities conducted on it.
The big problem is getting hold of
that data. “A company can be very
siloed, so its own lines of business don’t
talk to each other, or they don’t share
information across the contact channel
or even across geographies,” Sutherland
says. Even if they do, it can be difficult
correlating information from business
partners, especially across national
boundaries and with GDPR and other
privacy regulations making it harder to
exchange information.
AI may help companies to battle
fraud but it isn’t always a force for good,
warns Abhishek Gupta, founder of the
Montreal AI Ethics Institute. He warns
that with the evolution of generative
adversarial networks, people are getting
better at faking audio and video. Before
long, attackers might replicate someone’s
voice on a phone call.
“There are things that are immutable,
like your fingerprint and your voice,” he
says, warning that the more attackers
can fake, the more they can convince
others they are you. “Combining that
with other pieces of your identity could
create this digital clone of you that can
be used to perpetrate fraud of any kind.”
With modern fraud evolving so
quickly, attackers can make millions
without leaving an armchair. Who
needs to bother sinking boats with all
those opportunities?
END
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Michael Hill meets HaveIBeenPwned? founder Troy Hunt to hear the story of his journey
from sports-loving youngster to tech luminary

TROY HUNT
T

roy Hunt is a security professional
whose reputation not only
precedes him, but it does so
deservedly. He’s a world-renowned
Pluralsight author, having written
more than 40 top-rated web security
training courses to date. His security
community contributions have seen
Microsoft recognize him as both a
regional director and most valuable
professional for developer security,
despite not actually being an employee
of the company. He won AusCERT’s
Individual Excellence in Information
Security award and the Grand Prix Prize
for the Best Overall Security Blog at The
European Security Blogger Awards –
and I haven’t even mentioned the huge
success of his data breach search service
HaveIBeenPwned? yet.
In June, Troy added yet another
feather to his security cap by becoming
the latest inductee into the Infosecurity
Europe Hall of Fame at Infosecurity
Europe 2019. As part of the induction
ceremony, he gave a fascinating lecture
exploring the current data breach
landscape, and offstage I simply couldn’t
pass up the opportunity to sit down with
him to learn his story.
Troy grew up in Victoria, southern
Australia, with a passion for outdoor sports
which existed quite some time before he
developed an interest in technology.
“As a kid, I was far more interested
in going outside and kicking a football,
and I remember being really upset with
my mates who wanted to stay in the
classroom and play with the computers
that were just making their way into
schools at the time,” he says.
If he wasn’t outdoors playing sport,
Troy’s mind was normally busy planning
his dream future career as a pilot. “My
Dad was a pilot, and I guess kids often
want to do what their parents do. My
Dad starting talking me out of it because
the industry wasn’t what it once was.”

On the Move

Troy didn’t get his first taste of the
computer bug until his early teens when
he and his family moved from Australia
to the Netherlands. He lived there for
two years, and it was a dramatic change
in climate that forced him to take up
some more ‘sedate,’ indoor hobbies.
“The weather was not so great there,”

he laughs, “and I ended up spending
a lot more time inside. I started, like
many people, playing computer games,
and part of that was inevitably trying
to find cracks in games – pulling them
apart and seeing what made them tick
– there’d often be cracks and things
floating around.”
Another family move then saw Troy
call Singapore home for three years,
where he completed his schooling
and, immersed in a buzzing tech
environment, was able to develop his
computing skills and even earn his first
bit of money.
“It helped me a lot living in
Singapore, because this was during
an era when there was a much bigger
gap in technology between places like
Singapore and Japan, and places like
Australia. Back then, you’d walk into
one of the technology shopping centers
in Singapore and you’d see things you’d
never seen before in Australia.”
So with access to more sophisticated
and innovative technology, Troy was
able to pick up some part time work at a
satellite systems engineering company,
doing things like computer rebuilds and
tech support, and continuing to hone his
tech skills.
When Troy was 18, his parents
decided that Australia was the best
place for the family to live long-term,
and picked the sunny, beach-laden
destination of the Gold Coast. There,
Troy was able to get back into outdoor
sports and physical activity, namely
windsurfing and martial arts, and even
dabbled in the idea of becoming a
professional sportsperson for a time.
“I was good at windsurfing,” he
says, “probably not good enough to be
professional, and windsurfing is not like
tennis or golf, where you’re going to
make a heap of money at the top, but I
was very into that. I was very into Kung
Fu too – I just wanted to do something
physical. I guess it harks back to those
days when I was in primary school and I
wanted to kick a football and my mates
were all on those damn computers!
“It would have been an odd tangent,”
Troy admits, “and your chances of
actually making a good living out of
professional sport are not very good.”
Therefore, when it was time to make a
realistic decision about what the right

path might be for him, he opted to take
the tech route.

Who Needs Uni?

“I started computer science at Griffith
University in Brisbane, in 1995, and that
was the first time that I ever saw the
web,” Troy says. “I thought, ‘wow this
web stuff is amazing – I want to build
stuff for the web’ – but I couldn’t do any
internet-related courses because they
didn’t exist then.”
That was a real source of frustration
for Troy who, at the same time, was
doing some part time work locally
helping people set up their PCs and
connecting to the internet, along with
trying his hand at building a few basic
websites for companies. “Remember,
1995 was really early days for the
internet, but I couldn’t do any internet
courses and as I got more and more
work I ended up going part time at
University, and then dropping out
altogether because there was all this
demand to build websites.”
Not that Troy has ever viewed
dropping out of university as a negative
for him – far from it. “I mean, it’s not
something I would necessary encourage
others to do, but it seemed to work for
people like Bill Gates and Steve Jobs,
although unfortunately I haven’t quite
achieved their success!
“In all seriousness though, university
was the right thing to do at the time, and
even today I think I would tell people
that if you’re trying to find your path it’s
a good thing to do. What’s different now
compared to 20 years ago though is that,
back then, there was a lot of pressure to
get a degree and have the professional
expertise, but I’ve never experienced a
single moment when not having that
has been an issue for me. Today, so
much knowledge is obtained through
other channels that are not traditional
education. I’ve never regretted not
finishing it.”
I don’t doubt Troy, and it’s certainly
accurate to say that cutting his computer
science degree short has never stopped
him from achieving amazing things in the
tech industry. Nonetheless, I wonder if
there has ever been an, even small, inkling
to go back and finish what he started?
“I actually did look into finishing
it, many years ago!” he says. “I’d done
www.infosecurity-magazine.com
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about 75% of the credits I needed for
the degree, and I thought to myself that
it couldn’t be that hard to finish it. Well,
I was told my credits had expired; so I
said ‘well hang on, if I’d completed the
degree, would it be expired now and I’d
no longer have a degree in computer
science?!’ Apparently it doesn’t work like
that, but hey, I’m a bit anti-establishment
anyway, so I thought ah screw you guys,
I don’t need it.”
He did need a steady source of income
after dropping out of university though,
and so he spent two years working
as a proprietor at Gold Coast-based
Dynamic Programming Solutions. There
he built various online systems used
by a number of local organizations,
predominantly in the travel and
gambling industries, before taking a
trip to London in 1999 to spend a year
working for Proxicom.
As a senior developer, Troy worked
extensively with classic ASP, Cold Fusion
and interactive TV interfaces. He even
built the original user interface for the
Cahoot online bank. “That was really
cool because that was really early days
for online banking,” Troy says, “and
Cahoot was a very non-traditional,
funky bank.”
He soon then found himself back in
Australia, with a stint at interactive TV
company ICE Interactive, building client
side interfaces before joining Pfizer,
where he stayed for 14 years.
There, he operated within various
developer and architect roles.
“Eventually, I started hating my job,” he
says honestly, “because I was effectively
being a manager and not actually doing
the stuff that was enjoyable: I wasn’t

building code. I wasn’t getting to do
it in my day job, but I was expecting
other people to do it, and I was feeling
disconnected.”
Ironically, it was Troy’s discontent
with his job at Pfizer that inspired him
to launch HaveIBeenPwned? (HIBP) in
December 2013, before he was “very
fortuitously” made redundant and so
had more time on his hands to dedicate
to developing his new project.

HaveIBeenPwned?

“I always say that my motives [for
creating HIBP] were spilt 50/50. Part
of it was that I wanted to make a data
breach search service so that people could
discover their exposure, but the other
part of it was that I was missing coding.
I wanted to write some code and make
something that used a good volume of
data and had some substance to it.”
So that’s how HIBP first came about,
and Troy recalls several pivotal points
over the years that saw the site gather real
pace and attention. “When I look back
at it, even a few weeks after it first went
out, it started getting media attention,
which surprised me greatly. Back then,
it was basically just a little website with
a small amount of data [in retrospect]
that indexed things that were publically
available on the internet anyway.”
However, it was the notorious
Ashley Madison breach of 2015 that
really amplified the profile and scale
of HIBP, Troy explains. “That was in
the public eye so much, and HIBP got
a lot of attention because the Ashley
Madison data went in it. Mind you – the
Ashley Madison data wasn’t publically
searchable; you had to prove that

Eleanor Dallaway inducted Troy Hunt
into the Infosecurity Group Hall of
Fame in June 2019

you controlled the address you were
searching for because it was such a
sensitive breach.”
Then came January this year when
Troy published the Collection 1
credential stuffing list, including 773
million email addresses, and “that was
a massive point of growth and social
awareness,” he says.
When I ask Troy if HIBP is his
proudest career achievement, his answer
is a resounding yes. “I’m proud of the
exposure it’s got, and I’m proud of the
difference it has made to people. I speak
to people who tell me they use the site
in their organization to do everything
from raising awareness about security to
identifying risks to the company. That’s
really fulfilling, particularly because,
with something like this, you’re often
sat at home in isolation, late at night,
plugging away at things, and you never
know if it’s going to be successful or not.”
Well, it’s been successful alright – so
much so that, due to the site’s substantial
growth, popularity and widespread use,
Troy recently went public with his plans
to enter an acquisition process which
will allow HIBP to develop at the pace
and scale that it now needs.
“It’s time for HIBP to grow up,” he
says. “It’s time to go from that one guy
doing what he can in his available time
to a better-resourced and better-funded
structure that’s able to do way more than
what I ever could on my own.
“To be completely honest, it’s been an
enormously stressful year dealing with
it all. The extra attention HIBP started
getting in January never returned to
2018 levels, it just kept growing and
growing. I made various changes to
adjust to the workload, perhaps one
of the most publicly obvious being a
massive decline in engagement over
social media.”
So Troy has decided that now is the
right time to find a new home for HIBP,
and he is well underway with the process
of finding the right acquirer who can,
he believes, take the site to where it
needs to be with more capabilities, wider
reach, greater behavioral impact and, of
course, more data.

Project Svalbard

“I’ve made this decision at a time when I
have complete control of the process. I’m
not under any duress (not beyond the
high workload, that is) and I’ve got time
to let the acquisition search play out
organically and allow it to find the best
possible match for the project.”
He’s even given the process a name:
Project Svalbard. “One of the first tasks
was to come up with a project name for
the acquisition because apparently, that’s
what you do with these things.”
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He says there were many horribly
kitschy options that leaned on overused
infosec buzzwords, and then he had a
thought: “What’s that massive repository
of seeds up in the Arctic Circle? I’d
seen references to it before and the idea
of a huge vault stockpiling something
valuable for the betterment of humanity
started to really resonate.” It turns out
the place is called Svalbard.
“I’m really happy with what HIBP
has been able to do to date, but I’ve only
scratched the surface of potential with
it so far. HIBP may only be less than six
years old, but it’s the culmination of a life’s
work. I had a few false starts along the
way, and it took a combination of data
breaches, cloud and an independent career
that allowed me the opportunity to make
HIBP what it is today, but it’s finally what
I’d always hoped I’d be able to do. Project
Svalbard is the realization of that dream,
and I’m enormously excited about the
opportunities that will come as a result.”

It’s Good to Talk

Quite exactly how HIBP will look
if/when it’s acquired will remain
to be seen, although Troy fully
intends to be a part of its future
even post-acquisition: “HIBP’s brand
is intrinsically tied to mine and at
present, it needs me to go along with it.”
Another thing he is also determined to

“ As a kid, I was far
more interested in
going outside and
kicking a football”
continue to be is an active, public-facing
member of the infosec community,
which involves a LOT of public speaking
engagements, addressing audiences all
around the world.
Although Troy admits that, prior to
2011 and receiving his MVP award from
Microsoft, he had not done a great deal of
public speaking, so the last several years
have been a bit of a learning curve in that
regard. “I had done a lot of blogging and
speaking internally in my roles at Pfizer,
but after I got the MVP award, I thought
to myself well you’re kind of meant to be
doing public speaking.”
So Troy threw himself into the public
speaking arena. “I think the first time
that I felt as though I had really made
it on the public speaking side of things
was at the NDC Software Developers
Conference in Norway in 2014. Then it
was like ‘OK, now I’m on the world stage
at a big, international event that’s highlyregarded. That talk went absolutely

fantastically and I got 100% positive
feedback from an overflowing room.”
I ask Troy if he enjoys having that
exposure to a public audience. “I enjoy
it a lot,” he says. “You get to reach a lot of
people, and you get a lot of good vibes from
people too. I’ll come off stage and there’ll be
a whole bunch of people that want to take
selfies and shake your hand and everything
– that’s a really good feeling. There’s
definitely some adrenaline from that.”
It’s not always easy though, Troy
admits, and he often has to deal with
substantial amounts of jetlag as he
travels around the globe, simultaneously
managing all of his speaking activities.
“The whole thing does feel like a very
delicate balance at times,” he says. I bet
it does, and knowing that Troy has not
long been on a very long distance flight
from Australia to London and is no doubt
feeling the effects as we speak, I bring
the interview to a close grateful for the
opportunity to hear his story
END

The Golden Boy
Troy has spent extended
periods of his life living
and working in various
countries across the globe,
all with differing climates
and cultures. Australia,
the Netherlands, England,
Singapore – he’s lived
in them all for a time.
However, it’s the Gold
Coast of Australia, with its
300 days of sunshine a year
and endless sandy beaches,
that he calls home, and

that’s where his heart
truly lies.
“I think everyone, no
matter where they live in
the world, always has an
affinity for home, where
it’s familiar and where they
have family, but the Gold
Coast also just happens to
be an absolutely awesome
place,” Troy beams. “In my
mind, it has the absolute
perfect balance of the things
that you get with a big city –

fantastic
schools for
my kids, great
medical facilities, a
good airport – but I’m also
only a few minutes away on
the jet ski from isolation,
literally being on a desert
island with the kangaroos.”
It’s a very pristine,
nature-orientated place

that’s
exceptionally
lifestyle-orientated
too, Troy adds. “So yeah, I
love that place.”
www.infosecurity-magazine.com
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EVENT

PREVIEW
• DATES:
WEDNESDAY 20 NOVEMBER THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER 2019
• OPENING TIMES:
9:00 AM - 7:00 PM (WEDNESDAY)
9:00 AM - 5:00 PM (THURSDAY)
• VENUE:
JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER,
665 W. 34TH STREET,
NEW YORK, NY 10001
• WEBSITE:
WWW.INFOSECURITY
NORTHAMERICA.COM

Infosecurity Group, Europe’s leading information
security event, and ISACA, the leading global
association for business technologists in IT audit, risk,
governance, and security, are partnering to produce
the most progressive information security event in
North America. Infosecurity ISACA North America
Expo and Conference will debut in New York
City’s Javits Convention Center from Wednesday,
November 20 to Thursday, November 21, 2019.
The event will gather business technology leaders and
cybersecurity professionals to learn, share insights
and solve the most pressing business challenges
in programs and workshops. Offering networking
opportunities, the event is expected to draw more than
2,000 attendees and more than 120 exhibitors.

GET YOUR
PASS NOW
www.infosecuritynorthamerica.com

In late October, ISACA, the CMMI Institute and
Infosecurity Group will announce the results of worldclass research, “Business Risk in the Enterprise 2020,”
that will spur debate and discussion at the event.
The global research will examine the most pressing
business risks, from cyber to emerging tech, and the
approaches leadership must take to quantify and
mitigate impact.
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH
EVERYTHING INFOSECURITY
#infosecNA19

CONFERENCEPROGRAM
Infosecurity ISACA North America features a comprehensive conference program that runs throughout
the two days. The multi-track conference agenda means attendees can choose which sessions they wish
to attend and tailor the program to meet their needs. Take this opportunity to build your knowledge and
skills, plus earn CPE credits.

KEYNOTESPEAKERS
• Theresa Payton, Opening Keynote, Wednesday 20 Nov 8:30am - 9:30am
As Former White House CIO, and CEO of Fortalice Solutions, Theresa will draw
on her extensive cybersecurity experience to discuss the intersection of the
workplace and emerging technologies in her keynote session entitled,
“Hype or Reality? Your Workplace and Blockchain, Cryptocurrency,
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, & the Internet of Things.”
• Jamie Bartlett, Closing Keynote, Thursday 21 Nov 4.45pm - 5.45pm
Best-selling author and journalist Jamie will deliver the Closing Keynote
presentation. Take this opportunity to hear about the digital underworld,
cybercrime, privacy and surveillance as Jamie takes you on a journey of
discovery about how technology is changing society and what this means for
cyber professionals.

CREATE YOUR OWN

CONFERENCEAGENDA
The conference program features a range of tracks for dynamic learning, including:
• Emerging Security Tools & Techniques
• Cyber Threat Intelligence & Technologies
• Cybersecurity Leadership & Development
• Security Risk & Compliance
• Data Analytics Enhancing Cybersecurity
Programming is a collaboration between ISACA’s experts in IT audit, risk,
governance, and security, including its Cybersecurity Nexus (CSX) resources, and Infosecurity’s global
expo and media resources.

PRE & POST EVENT WORKSHOPS

Strengthen your cybersecurity skills with the extended pre- and post-conference workshops, taking place
on Monday 18th, Tuesday 19th and Friday 22nd November. Topics include:
1. Accelerated CSX Cybersecurity Practitioner Certification
2. The Truth About AI, Machine Learning and Cyber Security Revisited
3. Auditing Microsoft 365 and Azure Cloud Security
4. Penetration Testing in a Cloud Environment
To view the full agenda and latest speaker and session updates please visit:
www.infosecuritynorthamerica.com/conference/Conference-program-2019
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EXPOHALL
The Infosecurity ISACA North America Expo Hall is the place to discover and learn about new solutions
and innovations, network with colleagues in a vibrant business-focused environment and make new
business connections.
See over 100 information security vendors and suppliers, solve all of your business needs in a manageable and vibrant
environment, attend expo hall education theaters and meet new industry professionals.
There’s so much to see and do; discover what’s happening, and make sure you don’t miss a beat.

NETWORK

EARN & LEARN

INNOVATION
STAGE

Meet professionals looking to solve
similar issues to yours and immerse
yourself in meaningful networking
with other attendees at our
Networking lunch area.

Gain access to exciting new theaters
such as Geek Street and Innovation
Stage (Brand New!) – with sessions
running throughout the two days of
the event, take this opportunity to
learn whilst earning CPE credits. See
the legendary Infosecurity Magazine
Editorial team in action conducting live
interviews at the Networking Lounge.

Discover, review & benchmark new
cybersecurity innovations & the
latest technologies:
• Find out what’s new and find the
right tools for your organization
• Take a deep-dive into new
technologies and innovations to
understand how they work
• Gain insight to guide security
investment and ensure ROI
• Ask technical questions of the
expert speakers

EXHIBITORS

CYBER SOIRÉE

INTERESTED IN
PHYSICAL
SECURITY?

Discover the products, solutions
and innovations that will transform
your business. The event welcomes
100+ of the world’s top suppliers
of information security solutions
including: Adobe, Axence,
Expanse, Metacompliance, Pen
Tes Partners, Quest Software,
Security Scorecard and others.
See full exhibitor list - www.
infosecuritynorthamerica.com/
en/exhibitor-directory

Taking place at the end of the
opening day of the event, the
Cyber Soiree provides you with the
opportunity to mix and mingle with
peers and colleagues. It’s a great
way to celebrate your East Coast
infosecurity community and get
to know one another over music,
discussion, snacks and drinks.

Explore physical and information
security convergence at co-located
events ISC East (physical security)
and Unmanned Safety & Security
Expo, attracting over 7000 security
professionals, 80% of whom have
stated they are interested in IT
security solutions. *Access included
with your Expo Pass.

Plus, take full advantage of our
pre-event matchmaking tool to start
conversations that turn into business.

To view details of ticket types and prices, please visit:
www.infosecuritynorthamerica.com/visit/Get-your-ticket
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ASK THE EXPERTS

How to Master MultiFactor Authentication
in Your Organization

M

ulti-factor authentication (MFA)
is defined as the process of
identifying an online user by
CEO, Ubisecure
validating two or more claims presented
Simon is
by the user, each from a different category
responsible for
of factors. These factors include something
the planning,
you know (like a password), something
communication
you have (like a mobile device) and
and delivery
something you are (like a fingerprint).
of Ubisecure’s
These authentication factors are core
overall vision
to the MFA process. In the early days of
and corporate
computing, the password was sufficient
strategy. Simon
as a ‘known’ factor, relying heavily on a
is the key
user’s memory, and therefore known only
evangelist for
to them. Organizations now require a
the organization
security solution that can’t be passed onto
and has delivered someone else, guessed by brute force, or
several keynotes
re-used if found on a breached database.
at cybersecurity
This second factor could be something
and digital
the user carries with them, outside of the
identity events.
computer system. This originally meant
Prior to joining
USB tokens and PKI smart cards, and now
Ubisecure, Simon it more often means a mobile device.
was CTO at GMO
MFA is about adding layers, often
GlobalSign.
requiring you to use something you are to
@ubisecure
prove your identity. This relies on physical
attributes of the user, such as a fingerprint
or heartbeat. Nowadays, there are new
ways of constituting the inherence factor.
Each of these factors comes with
its own unique challenges. Our own
shortcomings often affect memorybased systems – when we forget a PIN
number, for example – while possessionbased systems can be hindered by

Simon
Wood
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breakages and/or unreliability.
When considering implementing MFA
for applications, it’s critical to think about
usability. Asking people to use a 16-digit
password, answer a secret question, input a
one-time token-generated password and give
a wiggle of the mouse is a user experience

It gives the ability to register multiple
authenticators, as well as to implement socalled ‘username-less authentication’ and
‘password-less authentication.’
The adoption of specifications like this
will ensure the usability and security of
MFA schemes. However, it needs early

“ When considering
implementing MFA for
applications, it’s critical
to think about usability”
no-go. However, a good MFA system can
increase both convenience and security,
when implemented in the right way.
In order to make this MFA dream a
reality, we’re starting to see the adoption
of the W3C Web Authentication
specification by all leading browsers
and mobile platforms. This specification
became a W3C Recommendation in
March 2019 and is gradually being
understood by the industry, developers
and security professionals.
The W3C Web Authentication
specification enables an open integration
platform for MFA, not dictating any one
technique, biometric or device, rather
giving users a wide selection of MFA tools.

adopters who are willing to test how
things work and share their experiences.
Organizations should always use the
appropriate level of authentication for
the resource they’re trying to protect.
Sometimes an existing social identity
is enough, whereas other times MFA is
essential, for instance due to legislation
or value of the interaction. A proven
identity platform is key for ensuring
these different levels of authentication
are in place, enabling applications to
use third-party issued identities as MFA
methods where relevant, and ensuring
users are authenticated in a secure and
efficient way, but not at the expense of a
good user experience
END

MFA

@InfosecurityMag
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ISOs and CSOs can no longer
rely on traditional identity
Shahidzadeh
authentication processes to
CEO, Acceptto
protect their companies or employees.
Shahrokh is
Unfortunately, not all identity
a seasoned
authentication processes are built the same
technologist and and most suffer from one chronic pain
leader. He has
point: the reliance on binary authentication.
provided 27 years Current MFA security lacks context and
of contribution
relies on too few attributes and there are
to modern
few, if any, solutions that continuously
computer
validate identity post-authentication.
architecture,
So, what is the way forward?
device identity,
Continuous authentication based on
platform trust
artificial intelligence, machine learning
elevation, large
and behavior modeling. With this type
IoT initiatives
of technology layered onto existing
and ambient
MFA, the authentication factor becomes
intelligence
extremely secure. Here is a quick
research with
checklist for next-gen MFA success.
more than 20
Firstly, Understand your requirements
issued and
for the next three years: ensure that you
pending patents. understand the technical and business
@AccepttoCorp
needs of your organizations and its users
for today and up to three years from now.
Is it an IAM or customer IAM, or both,
that you need a fix for? Do you need an
MFA for cloud apps or local on-premise
business apps? Are workstations in the
play? Do you care about compliance?
These are all questions you need to ask,
tabulate and score when you start on your
journey to selecting your next generation
authentication solution.
Execute for now, and plan for
flexibility in the future: the key in

Shahrokh

Alex
Cagnoni
Director of
Authentication,
WatchGuard
Technologies
Alex has 20 years
of experience
working in the
cybersecurity and
authentication
market and has
helped to plan
and deploy MFA
projects for banks
and enterprises.
He was the
co-founder,
CTO and CEO
of Datablink,
acquired by
WatchGuard
in 2017.
@watchguard

W

ith so many hacks involving
stolen or cracked credentials,
there is no doubt MFA is
needed to protect your company’s
resources. So, if you want to set your
organization up for MFA success, you
need to consider a number of important
questions for choosing the right solution.

Cloud or On-Premise?

There are a variety of MFA solutions for
the cloud and on-premise, but which is
right for your company? Cloud-based
solutions offer rapid deployment and
reduce total cost of ownership because
they do not require buying machines or
configuring VMs, operating systems and
databases. However, if you have concerns
about cloud security, or if you have a
team of security experts already dealing
with on-premise infrastructure, an onpremise solution might also be an option.

Which Form Factor
Should You Use?

You will find several authentication
factors available. Mobile tokens, onetime password hardware tokens, USB
tokens, SMS solutions, PKI, etc. Mobile
tokens are an increasingly popular
option because they facilitate easy

selecting the right solution is to not
be too tactical and short-sighted when
selecting your MFA solution. If you’ve
previously done that by just doing
what everyone does and searched for
top mainstream solutions that were
probably developed a decade ago, then
you need to ask if these solutions are
really effective and if they’ve prevented
billions of breached records.
Your selection should address
immediate needs, but more importantly,
it needs to include paths to modern
modular technologies that will support
all your future needs.
Configurable smart out-of-band
(OoB) delivery: it’s important to
recognize that the delivery method of
OoB is safe for the login/transaction
of interest. Even NIST has called SMS
unsafe: but a majority use SMS for
convenient two-factor authentication.
The key here is asking whether your
MFA engine can detect when one
method of OoB is safe, and when it is
not, use alternatives to secure the access.
Most MFA solutions rely on integrated
or discrete mobile app authentication
methods. The options of push, QR,
one-time passwords like SMS, hardwarebased tokens, FIDO, etc, are all great
and have what might fit your needs, but
remember your needs change. Look for
a solution that covers all channels and
is configurable based on a policy all the
way to the individual user.

Ideally you want an IAM solution
that offers state of the art MFA and
delivers analytics and compliance, all
tied together under one console. Pick
vendors that offer a modular stack, an
IAM solution that includes integrated
MFA and options for analytics and
compliance management that are boltedon or can be integrated using third-party
solutions. This simplifies managing IAM,
MFA, analytics and compliance all from
one console/view point.
Consider next generation
authentication and continuous
behavioral authentication: investing in
a continuous authentication technique
is the way forward. Companies and
end-users that rely solely on binary
authentication tactics, such as 2FA
or MFA, need to understand that
these solutions are static and stored
somewhere, waiting to be compromised
time and time again. The best way to
avoid a syndicated cyber-attack or breach
is to assume all credentials, even those yet
to be created, have been compromised.
It’s important to proactively instill
a solution that continuously monitors
authentication and employs modern
artificial intelligence and machine
learning techniques, along with
behavioral modeling. By doing so,
cyber-attackers do not stand a chance,
because nobody can mimic your innate
behaviors, thus making your identity
immutable, and data inaccessible

provisioning and roll-out to employees.
While this option is fast and more
affordable, first you must understand
your company’s policy for asking (or
requiring) employees to install company
applications on personal devices.
Implementing separate hardware tokens
is another option, but one that comes
with additional cost, management and
integration requirements.

distribution. If you plan to use hardware
tokens, be aware of the logistics. Take
into account when you deliver them
and the process for managing lost or
damaged tokens. This is critical for
remote and traveling employees. If you
choose mobile tokens, make sure users
activate them properly and are ready to
go once you enable MFA protection.

Which Resources Do You
Want to Protect?

Plan your MFA roadmap, so you don’t
start with a solution that won’t be suitable
for future needs. For example, a USB
token works fine for your VPN, but what
if you start using mobile devices to access
some services; how would you connect
the token to your device? Document all
the critical applications that your new
MFA solution must protect, now and in
the future, and ask how are they used,
where are they located and if they support
integration with an MFA solution?

How Do You Want to
Provision Tokens to Users?
The form factor of the MFA solution
you choose has a dramatic impact on

END

MFA Workaround or
Bypass Situations

Start with a plan for situations that
require MFA authentication to be
overridden – often called ‘MFA bypass’
– in the event a token is lost or stolen.
You must have a plan to positively
identify the person claiming to have
lost the token and verify they are not an
attacker who is using social engineering
to gain network access. Also ensure that
any type of MFA bypass is temporary,
or even better, that it is automatically
disabled after a pre-determined amount
of time.
An MFA project is essential to properly
protect unauthorized access to your
critical resources. So, take some time to
plan and narrow down the options that
will give you the best balance between
security, cost and usability
END
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TOP TEN

How to Manage
TOP
Multi-Cloud
TEN
Environments
Tips for Efficient and
Secure Backups

01

01

Develop a
Backup Strategy

03

Consider What You’re
Going to Backup

What is your backup strategy
actually going to consist of? Is it
going to be onsite, in the cloud, or
both? Will it contain administrator privileged access?
Source: Graham Cluley

Consider and determine what you are going
to backup, including saved data, folders
and multiple copies in case the first copy
corrupts or fails.
Source: Graham Cluley

02

04

Consider the Failures

The risks of backups are: the value of what the backup contains,
the experience level of its admins and lack of attention.
Source: Druva
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How Much Will Scripts
Impact You?
Most backup software also has the ability to run
scripts before and after the backup. A malicious user
could write a malicious script, back it up, restore it to
the appropriate location and execute the script.
Source: Druva

05

EFFICIENT & SECURE BACKUPS

@InfosecurityMag

DAN RAYWOOD

Top Ten Tips for Efficient
and Secure Backups
The ramiﬁcations of
ransomware is a persistent
risk for all organizations.
Despite defense techniques and
awareness efforts however,
sometimes ransomware
succeeds regardless. Once hit by
ransomware, the matter of getting back up and
running is the next dilemma for a company.
This is where backups come into play. If you
are able to effectively restore your ﬁles, then
the ransomware impact may be minimized
entirely. According to research by Barracuda
Networks, databases (91%), email (68%) and
proprietary application data (62%) are the
most common types of data that companies are
backing up.
The question is, how can you backup
effectively and do so to a state whereby you
can recover, and then begin working again?
Here we bring you the top 10 ways to backup
efﬁciently and securely.

05

07

Isolated from your main network and
updated with the latest security policies,
cloud storage is a secure, low cost and
scalable counter defense.
Source: Veritas Technologies

Test your backups regularly by checking the content for a
match, and restore on a bi-annual basis.
Source: Graham Cluley

06

08

Keep at least three copies of your data on
at least two different storage types, with
at least one copy located offsite.
Source: Graham Cluley

No company has an infinite reservoir of storage
space, so manage your data retention and keep track
of how many copies of different files you need and
where they should be stored using a master catalogue.
Source: Veritas Technologies

Isolate Your Backups

Operate a 3-2-1
Backup Strategy

Test Your Backups

08

Consider Your
Storage Limits

09

Have an Overview of
Your Data
Many businesses are incapable of getting
a snapshot view of their network activity
and data, so consider how capably you
are viewing your entire system structure.
Source: Tectrade

10

How Much Are You
backing Up?
According to research of 1000 IT
professionals, 57% have to backup more
than two sites, while 7% manage backups
for more than 26 sites.
Source: Barracuda
www.infosecurity-magazine.com
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WHAT’S THE
DEAL WITH

DNS?

An often overlooked but foundational layer of the
internet may hold the answer to improved threat
defense. Phil Muncaster finds out more

34
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n November 2018, Cisco Talos
researchers revealed a major new
cyber-espionage operation in
which attackers harvested log-ins
from governments and private sector
firms in the Middle East. The so-called
‘DNSpionage’ attacks were subsequently
claimed by FireEye to be part of a highly
successful Iranian state-sponsored
campaign to steal credentials from
victims – operating at “an almost
unprecedented scale.”
The attacks, and another major
campaign revealed earlier this year, shone
a spotlight on an often overlooked part
of IT infrastructure: the Domain Name
System (DNS). This foundational layer
of the internet represents a potentially
open door in an organization’s IT
infrastructure for hackers to sneak
through. Closing and guarding it will
require an industry-wide response.

What is DNS?

Often described as the ‘phone book
of the internet,’ the DNS protocol
acts like a kind of digital signage
system, converting the domain names
humans type into their computers
into the IP addresses machines need
to communicate online. Without it,
simple tasks such as web browsing
would become extremely labor intensive,
making it difficult for users to find the
websites, apps and connected machines
they’re looking for online.
This phone book is spread across a
dispersed global network of DNS servers
designed to ensure users are pointed
to the right web properties. When a
browser query hits a recursive resolver,
usually run by an ISP or other third
party, the recursive resolver will then
talk to an authoritative global root server
which stores info on top level domains
(TLDs), and, in turn, an authoritative
TLD name server which has IP address
info for second-level domains within

the TLD. The request then goes to the
domain name server, which returns
an IP address so the user can visit the
relevant site.

One Vector,
Multiple Attacks

This complex web of inter-linked
servers run by ISPs, telecoms companies
and some large corporates means a
potentially huge attack surface for
hackers to target. The DNS was also
designed and built decades ago, long
before commercial cybercrime, with
usability rather
than security in
mind. This leaves it
open to abuse.
According to
Paul Vixie, DNS
pioneer and
CEO of Farsight
Security, there are
three main types of
DNS-based attack:
amplification,
poisoning (aka
spoofing) and bypass. The former is
one of several ways to DDoS a victim
organization via DNS.
“DDoS amplification occurs because
DNS uses a stateless protocol and
because requesting source IP addresses
are trivially forged,” he tells Infosecurity.
“This means I can cause your DNS
server to receive tens or even hundreds
of gigabits of unsolicited traffic by
forcing your IP address on requests
to high performance DNS servers all
around the world. That attack will make
your server, and perhaps your network
connection, unusable.”
DNS poisoning occurs “when
an attacker can launch well-timed
answers during the brief interval
when a client is waiting for a real
answer to an outstanding question,”

he continues. Sometimes this is
achieved by attacking the DNS servers
themselves to change the answers to
queries stored there, diverting users
unwittingly to phishing or malicious
sites. Also known more generically as
DNS hijacking, this is the technique
used by those Iranian attackers.
DNS bypass threats happen when
organizations or netizens use thirdparty services like DNS-over-HTTPS
or Google’s 8.8.8.8. “These services are
well-intentioned but are policy-ignorant,
and many risks to the user or to the rest
of the user’s network are able to bypass

“ This is the game of
cat and mouse that is
continually being
played as vulnerabilities
are plugged”
security controls when the user bypasses
the local name service,” explains Vixie.
One emerging bypass threat that has
hit the headlines recently is called a DNS
rebinding attack. Although it has been
known about for some time, concerns
are growing. Recently described by
Tripwire as “a technique that turns
a victim’s browser into a proxy for
attacking private networks,” it could spell
serious trouble in the future as billions
of IoT devices are vulnerable to the
threat. It could become an increasingly
popular way to sabotage or conscript
these connected endpoints into botnets.
DNS also provides a handy
channel for stolen data to leave the
organization. As traffic is essential to
the smooth running of the business,
most firewalls are set to whitelist DNS
traffic. By using so-called ‘tunneling’
techniques, attackers can hide data in
DNS packets and smuggle it out of the
victim organization.

A Game of Cat & Mouse

DNS threats are on the rise. Just months
after the US CERT issued an emergency
directive following the DNSpionage
attacks, researchers discovered another
sophisticated campaign ongoing since
2017. The so-called Sea Turtle attackers
hijacked DNS servers around the world
to harvest sensitive log-ins from military
and government organizations in the
Middle East. However, it’s not just largescale nation state-like attacks that are on
the increase.
Over three-quarters (77%) of global
organizations were hit by a DNS attack
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“ What people don’t
realize is that so many
threats can be stopped
at a DNS level, as almost
all traffic has to pass
through there”
in 2018, with the average firm suffering
seven attacks, according to EfficientIP
research from last year. Some 40% of
respondents suffered cloud outages,
one-third (33%) were victims of data
theft and 22% lost business as a result.
Globally, the average cost per DNS
attack rose 57% year-on-year, but in the
UK the figure soared 105%, with firms
paying nearly $4m annually as a result.
The bad news is that DNS attacks
are likely to become more popular as
security measures like IDS/IPS, nextgen firewalls and endpoint tools deter
hackers from using other threat vectors,
according to Infoblox technical director
for Western Europe, Gary Cox.
“This is the game of cat and mouse
that is continually being played as
vulnerabilities are plugged,” he
tells Infosecurity.
The DNS threat will also get harder to
spot, adds Nominet head of IT security,
Cath Goulding.
“There are various different devices
that now connect to external networks,”
she explains. “It’s no longer just desktop
terminals, but printers, lights, access
controls, factory machines and more.
With so much traffic going through the
DNS, it’s very easy to hide malicious
packets in among genuine data.”

Taking on the DNS Threat

Combatting the growing DNS threat
starts with improving awareness.
“Despite the danger, so many businesses
seem to turn a blind eye to protecting
their DNS. In fact, 75% of the C-suite
say they have gaps in their knowledge
relating to how the DNS can be used in
cyber-attacks against their organization,”
argues Goulding.
However, the very ubiquity that makes
DNS an attractive threat vector for
attackers can make it a useful place from
which to mitigate threats.
“What people don’t realize is that so
many threats can be stopped at a DNS
level, as almost all traffic has to pass
through there,” Goulding explains.
“Monitoring it in real time means that
threats can be caught and dealt with before
they go further. Many techniques used
by hackers can be caught and stopped by
DNS monitoring, snuffed out before they
get through to attack critical systems.”
Experts also point to the need for
improved employee security awareness,
which will help to teach them not to
click on malicious phishing links that
may be used as part of rebinding attacks.
“DNS firewalling/response policy
zones can also be a great asset in the
fight against DNS rebinding, but its

effectiveness is directly aligned with
the quality of intelligence data that
it is acting on. High quality, highlycurated threat intelligence with low false
positives should be your starting point,”
adds Infoblox’s Cox. “In addition to
thinking about ways to protect against
DNS rebinding, companies should be
checking with their IoT suppliers to
ensure APIs and web interfaces are
secure in the first place – so using a
HTTPS connection by default instead of
HTTP would be a good starting point.”
ISACA board director, Asaf Weisburg,
argues that basic housekeeping can go a
long way to improving the resilience of
DNS servers.
“This includes keeping the DNS server
up-to-date and upgrading to the latest
version available, as well as conducting
a periodic review of logs, DNS zones
configuration and permissions,” he says.
“Hardening a DNS server may further
improve its resilience, including by
restricting zone transfer to specific hosts
by allowing transfer to trusted servers
only, disabling DNS recursion to prevent
cache poisoning attacks, and by applying
security through obscurity by forbidding
the BIND version from being exposed.”
DNSSEC has been touted as a great
way to prevent DNS hijacking and
poisoning. Yet despite being developed
in the late 1990s, take-up has been
disappointingly low, leaving plenty of
exposed servers for attackers to target.
In fact, less than 20% of the world have
adopted the specifications, according to
APNIC. It remains to be seen whether
a recent plea from ICANN for greater
adoption of the standard finally spurs
the concerted, industry-wide response
required to make a serious difference.
Whatever happens, it looks like the DNS
is going to play an increasingly important
role in cybersecurity over the coming years,
for both defenders and attackers
END

What Can DNS Attacks Do to My Organization?
Phishing
DNS poisoning/
spoofing/
hijacking can
redirect users
unwittingly
to a phishing
page without
triggering some
security alarms

Malware
Techniques
can be used to
direct users
unknowingly
to malicious
sites under the
attacker’s control

Bots
DNS traffic
can be used by
C&C servers to
communicate
covertly with
compromised
hosts inside the
organization

Data Theft
DNS tunneling
techniques hide
stolen data in
DNS traffic to
smuggle it out of
the organization,
right past the
firewall

Denial of Service
DNS
amplification is
just one of several
techniques which
can deny service.
DNS lock-up
attacks achieve a
similar result

DNS Rebinding
Allows attackers
to bypass
network
firewalls to use
the browser
as a proxy for
attacks on IoT
endpoints and
other vulnerable
systems
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Security Qualifications: The Key to a

T

he financial and reputational
impacts of a cybersecurity breach
are well-documented, but for a
CISO and their boards, the stakes have got
higher with the ICO flexing its muscles
with some potentially hefty GDPR fines.
British Airways faces a potential
£183m fine based on 1.5% of its global
turnover, while Marriott faces a potential
fine of £99m, representing 3% of global
turnover. These could have been worse
of course, as the ICO has the ability to
Ian Glover
levy fines of up to 4% global turnover.
President, CREST
While both companies are to challenge
Ian has worked
the judgements, news of these fines will
in information
have reverberated around boardrooms
security for
and IT departments. It is not clear
over 36 years
whether the ICO permits or prohibits
and has been
insurance coverage for regulatory fines.
instrumental in
So, what has this got to do with
major industry
professional certifications? In other
initiatives,
types of ‘public interest’ activities, such
supported
as finance or engineering, there is a
collaborative
clear approach to both the process of
research and
investigation and defense resulting from
driven programs negligence or illegal activities.
to encourage
The organization making the claim
more people into against the company will have certified
the cybersecurity individuals working through a wellindustry.
defined process and setting fair and
@CRESTadvocate commensurate fines or monitoring
remedial actions, where appropriate.
The level of fine is generally based
on the consequence and the level of
negligence, set by professional and
suitably qualified individuals.
The business under investigation
can also call upon similarly certified
individuals to provide an appropriate
and balanced considered defense. Both
sides can call on suitable agreed artefacts,
designed to provide evidence that the
organization has taken appropriate and
commensurate actions or to prove that
these controls have not been applied.
Certified professional advisors to the
business, often auditors or qualified
engineers, will have signed off and
reported the artefacts as being accurate
and fit for purpose. They will also be held
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to account and must defend their views in
support of the business. The sign off is also
presented in a defined format during the
annual reporting to senior management,
shareholders, stakeholders and regulators.
When it comes to GDPR and
cybersecurity more generally, this is usually
not the case. One of the most significant
issues is the lack of certified professionals

would adequately describe the business’
current level of cyber-resilience and who
is qualified to sign them off. This work is
attracting a great deal of interest, but the
move towards adoption is slow.
The fact is that as the stakes get higher,
the position on certifications in the
cybersecurity industry is not a sustainable
one, and fast action is required.

“ We must increasingly
look to create globally
recognized qualifications”
available both to the organizations looking
to levy a fine, and the businesses defending
themselves, putting in place the necessary
controls and processes.
This is not to say that the industry
lacks the skills. It is that the
qualifications held often do not match
those of other professions and do not
carry the same weight, nor importantly,
the responsibility. The result is that both
the regulators and the business can often
field individuals who are not skilled,
knowledgeable or competent to provide
a valid, balanced argued opinion.
This lack of consistent and
quantifiable skills and knowledge can
result in questions being asked to assess
the businesses performance being
inappropriate or uninformed. When the
business comes to defend itself, it may
not know which external providers to
call to provide credible expertise and
evidence to support its defense, often
leaving the CISO isolated.
There are also insufficient agreed
artefacts that can be used to describe
cybersecurity resilience. The management
process can be limited in scope and
technical depth.
To address this, CREST has been
working with regulators and businesses
to define what the artefacts are that

The industry must decide on, and
agree, the professional certifications
that are suitable for providing expertise,
evidence and accountability. These
must either match or exceed existing
professions. Given the complexity, these
must include both traditional audit and
high-level technical credentials.
There must be work conducted to
agree the artefacts associated with
cybersecurity and data protection, which
must be developed within the business
to be used as evidence if called upon.
Implementing and reporting on
cybersecurity resilience must become
part of good practice for all PLCs,
along with other board-level regulated
functions, as quickly as possible. If
adopted, this approach will filter
down to non-regulated businesses and
organizations. There should also be a plan
to migrate cyber-resilience good practice
reporting to be a mandatory requirement.
The first GDPR fines are a wake-up call
to the industry around certification, but
the challenge is not just in the UK. We
must increasingly look to create globally
recognized qualifications and equivalency
so that our industry can deliver the level
of skill, trust and accountability business
leaders and regulators demand anywhere
in the world
END
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a Career vs an Unnecessary Option

T

here comes a time in a young life
when you have to decide what
you’re going to do in the future.
While researching and discovering
potential careers, you may have been
told about how a variety of career
options were ‘meant for you.’
There is always so much career
advice floating around, but rather than
trusting the haphazardly doled-out
opinions of self-appointed ‘leadership
experts’ and other dubious characters, it
is important you define success for one
single person: you.
Perhaps my story may help those
looking to get into cybersecurity, but
don’t know where to start without the
‘right qualifications.’
When I think of the career choices I
made, it is a journey of 30+ years that
is defined by passion, taking chances
and a willingness to be up for a variety
of experiences. My own career as a
cybersecurity expert is underpinned
by my interest in the critical role
cybersecurity plays in the enterprise.
I am a mechanical and aerospace
engineer from Princeton University.
When I graduated, I received an
opportunity to work with AT&T in the
digital communication space where I
held multi-functional leadership roles,
each with increasing responsibility. I
moved to multiple cities every other
year for different roles in the company,
learning the business from engineering,
service, planning and sales.
A few years into my role at AT&T,
I proposed to the board a plan to
introduce an overlay digital network
from a competitor, while I was running a
$5.6bn outbound services business — all
at the age of 31. Ultimately, this led to a
role in manufacturing for one of AT&T’s
largest factories.
After making the most of that
opportunity and others, I moved to
Nortel Networks in 1992. That led me to
several positions where I directed a major
digital initiative for the company and the

enterprise business. I was responsible for
completing the $9bn acquisition of Bay
Networks, a move which gave Nortel an
edge in the digital revolution. I was made
Nortel’s first ever CMO upon completion
of the acquisition.
After leaving Nortel in 2001, I was
the president and CEO of Entrust, a

specialty was in energy conversion.
I paid for my way through school by
running experiments on solar energy
alternative topping systems burning
alternative bio materials.
When I graduated, I had several
job offers to work with energy and
engineering firms, but I decided to

“ It is experience, exposure
and the willingness to
take chances that makes
one go places”
carve out of Nortel, for the next 13 years.
I was responsible for the innovation,
creation and delivery of innovative
software security products to help
public and private organizations thwart
advanced threats, and to securely
enable their taking the company private
in 2009 with Thoma Bravo. Entrust
was purchased in 2013 for a record
6.5-times its original investment.
In 2014, I joined Silent Circle, an
innovative company with a mission
to secure communications across
desktops and mobile devices, including
cutting-edge ‘hardened’ smartphones.
I re-positioned the consumer privacy
company into an Enterprise Privacy
Platform-focused business. This included
building its products and re-building the
sales, service and marketing functions.
Today, after a varied and exciting
career to date, I have the opportunity
and honor to run SonicWall as well as
sit as the chairman of the board for the
world’s largest SSL digital certificate
business, Sectigo.
To encapsulate my experience,
when I left higher education I knew
nothing about cybersecurity. I had a
formal education in aerospace and
mechanics as an engineer, where my

Bill Conner

follow a new interest in digital network
communications, ultimately leading me
to AT&T.
So, if you are looking for professional,
white-collar employment, it may seem
necessary for you to have gone the whole
nine yards with formal education, or to
attain a degree or certain qualification.
Yet, it’s important to remember, this is
not the only road to success. If you are
anything like me, you don’t need to go to
school in ‘cybersecurity.’
I would never say that qualifications
do not matter; they can play a critical
role in creating a solid foundational
understanding of what the professional
world needs. However, it is experience,
exposure and the willingness to take
chances that makes one go places and
have a successful career.
I had no idea that I would be
destined for the cybersecurity
industry when I began my career.
It’s because of that I firmly believe
someone should not confine
themselves by putting too much
emphasis on a certain degree
or qualification.
I also put a lot of weight in the
experience and first-hand accounts people
gather over the course of their career

CEO, SonicWall
With a career
spanning more
than 30 years
across high-tech
industries, Bill
is a corporate
turnaround
expert and
global leader
in security,
data and
infrastructure.
He was selected
as CEO to launch
SonicWall as an
independent
company in
November 2016.
@ConnerBill
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“ You sometimes get no
reply, but you find the
issue has been fixed by
the company”

Disclosure Models

It’s easy to get it wrong and
companies aren’t always as
receptive as they should be to
vulnerability reports, so what
is the best way of doing things?

information about the vulnerability
published after the vendor has had the
time to prepare a patch.
Of course, the preferred model is
coordinated disclosure, Rottigni says.
“It allows the vendors to develop and
test the patch before the details are
made public; end-users can patch their
systems as soon as the details are made
public and researchers can get credit for
their work.”
However, bad practice among security
researchers can give others a bad name.
Trust can be eroded by researchers who
publish without notifying the vendor.
Sometimes a researcher has a
vendetta, says Wright, citing the
example of a researcher thought to have
mental health problems, who released
multiple zero-day exploits without
giving Microsoft the opportunity
to patch. “That’s irresponsible and
unprofessional and doesn’t give the
company a chance.”
At the same time, exploitation of
vulnerabilities among researchers is
an “absolute no-no,” says Munro. “It is
important to stay on the right side of
the law.”
“If I do want to break into anything,
I make sure it’s on my own network,”
says Wright. “When I do touch
companies’ infrastructure, I make sure
it’s things that are publicly available.
A good example is a database – if
you find records open, don’t go
and download the whole thing,
take one or two. Otherwise,
you open yourself up to GDPR
implications and other threats.”

Best Practice

It’s clear what shouldn’t be done
regarding vulnerability disclosure,
but adding to the complexity is the
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It can be hard to find the right person
when reporting an issue, agrees Gemma
Moore, director at Cyberis – and the
starting point is often a customer
service number. However, she says, on
the other hand some companies have

There are essentially three models of
vulnerability disclosure, says Marco
Rottigni, chief technical security officer
EMEA at Qualys.
The first is non-disclosure – where
no information about the vulnerability
is published or shared with the affected
vendor. The next is full disclosure
– where information about the
vulnerability is published immediately,
with or without a patch from the vendor.
Lastly, coordinated disclosure sees
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Challenges in Reporting

a well-defined process. “Firms such as
Facebook have bug bounties, so there’s a
proper process.”
Large and well-established firms
such as Microsoft and Cisco have set
up channels to allow people to report
vulnerabilities easily, says Jonny
Milliken, manager, research team at
Alert Logic. However, he points out that
“the patching timeline is challenging for
bigger organizations if the vulnerability
affects a large number of products.”
At the same time,
companies are not
always receptive to
researchers. Gill has
had major issues
when reporting
directly to vendors.
“Some of the bugs
I’ve reported have
taken months – and
in one case, years
– to fix.”
Gill cites the example of a “pretty
critical vulnerability” he reported to a
software vendor. “They took almost a
year to fix it – this issue affected more
than 10,000 installs on hospitality and
government applications.”
Morgan has also faced a particularly
challenging incident. “A domain
registrar was disclosing information. I
could run a python script against their
website to retrieve all ‘Whois’ registrant
details for European domains. This is
classed as ‘thick data’ and domain name
registry Nominet had quite clearly stated
this was not to be disclosed post-GDPR.
“They were relying upon someone
visiting the webpage to trigger an update
script. This would then redact data from
the website and show ‘thin data.’ The
thing is, they said it wasn’t an issue in
the way they were doing things; refused
to talk to me any further about it and
proceeded to change the specific bit of
code the next day. The denial was the
concerning part, I’m just glad someone
internally saw the flaw in their logic and
got it fixed.”
“The worst thing we get is silence,”
says Ken Munro, partner at Pen
Test Partners. However, he also
highlights a positive response from
a vendor. “We did a vulnerability
disclosure with Cisco recently
and they were amazing – they
acknowledged it within
minutes and kept us posted
throughout the process.”
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s an increasing number of
products are released without
security built into their design,
the vulnerability disclosure landscape
is booming. It’s seeing many security
researchers choosing to make their
money by finding and reporting
vulnerabilities through bug bounty
programs such as those managed by
Google and Facebook. Others work
independently, in addition to their day
job and sometimes without pay.
It’s a tough and competitive job that
requires a certain type of mindset.
Generally, security researchers like
‘playing’ with things; taking them
apart and figuring them out. This way
of thinking is extremely valuable to
vendors because it means the researcher
is often able to offer a solution to the
issue as they report it.
Yet, it’s a difficult job that requires
dedication: security researchers can face
major issues when finding and reporting
vulnerabilities. Indeed, they can even
expose themselves to significant risks
from disgruntled vendors. “Depending
on the vendor, you open yourself up
to legal action – and some companies
don’t take kindly to disclosure,” says
Andy Gill, a penetration tester and
security consultant.
At the same time, getting through
to the right people is a challenge when
operating outside of a bug bounty
program, says security researcher
Chrissy Morgan. Adding to this, contact
details for security departments are
often missing from firms’ websites.
“Sometimes this can make researchers
feel uncomfortable,” says Morgan. “We
might need to then release details to
other staff inside a company who really
should not be privy to this information.”
Independent security researcher Sean
Wright agrees. “You find an issue, but
then you have to work out who to report
it to. There is security.txt – a proposed
standard which allows websites to
define security policies – but it’s not
widely used.”
The resulting issues when reporting
vulnerabilities can lead to desperate
measures. Security researchers often
have to use LinkedIn to contact CISOs
and inform them of the problem. “You
can get a limited response,” concedes
Wright. Worse still, he adds, “you
sometimes get no reply, but you find the
issue has been fixed by the company.”

VULNERABILITY DISCLOSURE
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It’s certainly a complex landscape to
navigate, but is the industry better off
as a result of vulnerability disclosure?
Wright thinks it is. “The vast majority
of researchers are finding issues and
reporting them for the greater good and
helping companies out regardless of how
they react. They often do this in their
own time and with their own resources.”
“Vulnerability disclosure makes us
says. “If companies don’t have a
all safer,” agrees Moore. “It acts as an
policy and an ethical hacker finds a
incentive for vendors to take security
vulnerability, everyone is in a difficult seriously, fix issues and bake security
position. The hacker doesn’t know
into their design.”

1

fact that there isn’t an ‘official’ regulated
best practice. Morgan points out that
there are standards for vulnerability
management targeted at vendors:
ISO29147 and ISO30111. However, she
says: “Many companies unfortunately do
not have a process in place.
“From a researcher’s point of view, I
think it is very circumstance dependent,”
adds Morgan. “Many of us rely on our
own moral compass, my mantra is: Do
no harm, take no sh*t.”
Reporting vulnerabilities ethically
can mean varying the time a vendor
is given to fix the issue, depending on
its seriousness. The general guideline
when it comes to responsible disclosure
is 60 to 90 days typically,” says Gill.
However, he says, for more serious
vulnerabilities, some researchers may
opt for a shorter window.
“We give them 90 days and extend
that if the organization has good reason,”
says Munro. “Most of the time, all we
want is a response.”

“ The more mature
vendors will normally be
receptive and provide a
timeline to fix things”
“There is a lot of nuance around
how long you give them to fix it,”
agrees Moore. “The more mature
vendors will normally be receptive and

END

Timeline to Disclosure

First a security researcher
will find an issue. If there
is a bug bounty program,
they will report it via this.
Otherwise, they will find a
preferred point of contact
at the vendor and arrange
to securely communicate
the vulnerability details

Once communication has
been established, ideally the
researcher and vendor will
agree a timeline. Google’s
Project Zero sticks to a 90day timeline for a fix. Travis
Biehn, technical strategist
and research lead at
Synopsys says: “45 days is a
good rule of thumb, but there
isn’t a one-size-fits-all.”

If a timeline has been agreed,
the researcher will regularly
check in, while maintaining
a balance to ensure contact
isn’t too frequent

If the company does not
fix the issue before the
agreed time, or if the
vendor does not respond
to frequent contact by the
researcher, it’s now time to
decide whether to release
limited details about the
vulnerability or to extend
the timeline
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PSD2: WHY
SECURITY
PRACTICES
NOW MATTER
TO PAYMENT
STANDARDS
September will see the introduction of a directive for
payment standards and security, but how ready is the
world for PSD2? Dan Raywood investigates
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id-September will see the
final introduction of a
directive for the regulation of
payment services and payment service
providers. The original Payment
Services Directive (PSD) became
legislation for all EU and EEA member
states in 2007, and its successor
(PSD2) was originally proposed in
2015. The new rules were intended to
better protect consumers when they
make payments, and promote the
development and use of innovative
online and mobile payments.
According to a statement published
in October 2015 by the European
Commission: “This legislation is a step
towards a digital single market; it will
benefit consumers and businesses, and
help the economy grow.”

The Current State
of Compliance

The PSD2 was passed on November
2015, came into law in January
2018, and comes into full effect on
September 14 2019. That date is
the final deadline for all companies
within the EU to comply with PSD2’s
Regulatory Technical Standard (RTS).
The RTS was created by the European
Banking Authority (EBA) in order
to enhance security protection levels
and reduce the escalating amounts of
financial fraud.
Mark McMurtrie, director at
Payments Consultancy Ltd, explains
that the intention of the PSD2 is to
“harmonize payments across European
markets” as well as level the playing
field for FinTech companies to compete
with banks.
The PSD2 is also about introducing
the concept of open banking,
allowing consumers to move around
between banks, for UK-regulated
banks to share financial data with
authorized providers, and for
established banks to share direct
access to data on their customers.
The security element is the RTS,
which McMurtrie explains was on a
delayed timeline because of lobbying
on accessing information via “screen
scraping,” or whether data could be
collected via APIs.
According to Alisdair Faulkner,
chief identity officer for Business
Services at LexisNexis Risk Solutions,
screen scraping is used by third-party
providers to access user account
information from HTML forms, and is
generally considered contrary to banks’
general terms and conditions.
“While screen scraping is prohibited
under the directive, banks are required
to grant third parties access to
46
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customer data via specific, dedicated
interfaces,” he says. Screen scraping
tools can copy available data to an
external database and can be used
outside of the financial institution.
Payment security consultant
Neira Jones tells Infosecurity that
the RTS banned screen scraping
as it is not secure, but there are
two better options for collecting
data – either via a public API,
which is deliberately open to enable
competition so that it is not done via
a single bank’s API, or through the
modification of the modern banking
interface. “The problem is we’re
asking the banks to open up their
infrastructure,” Jones says.

He points out that an additional
18 months was being requested, and
that an official decision is expected in
August. That “managed roadmap is
under intense discussion” he says, and
that an official decision will require an
agreed plan with several milestones.
“This would allow active enforcement
to be delayed.”
In a statement published in June
2019, the FCA stated: “The legal
deadline for complying with the RTS
on Strong Customer Authentication
remains September 14 2019. However,
the FCA recognizes the challenges
in meeting this deadline and has

Are You Ready?

So why is this directive needed?
McMurtrie says that the UK’s total card
fraud cost is £566m, and £310m of
that comes from e-commerce. This, he
says, “is why the regulation has come
in, to stop this growing and reduce the
amount of e-commerce fraud.”
However, McMurtrie adds that
there is doubt about whether
European businesses will be
ready for the September 14
deadline, and his belief is that
businesses will not be ready.
“The EBA has required that
each member state appoint a
single, competent authority,
and in the UK it is the
Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA). National regulators are
the ones who have the job of
enforcing compliance on any
regulated financial institutions.”
These regulated financial
institutions include banks,
card issuers and merchant
acquirers, but not corporations
like enterprises or merchants, “but
enforcement will be requested by
those who are regulated.”
In terms of not achieving
compliance, McMurtrie says the overall
ecosystem is not ready for the deadline
and the reasons include: computing
requirements, late availability of the
specifications, late solution availability
and the regulators changing their mind
on the specifications.
McMurtrie continues: “In the UK,
what is happening from a card payment
perspective is that a roadmap to
compliance is being negotiated with the
regulator, and UK Finance represents
all of the financial institutions and
providers. They have created a phased
roadmap with milestones and are in
active negotiations with the FCA to
ask for more time for compliance with
the scheme.”

been working with the industry to
develop a plan to migrate the industry
to implement Strong Customer
Authentication (SCA) for card
payments in e-commerce as soon as
possible after this.”
For next steps, the FCA tells
Infosecurity that it is “working with
industry on creating a plan” that will

PSD2
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“ PSD2 is aimed not just
at protecting customer
rights and allowing
for proper handling
of complaints, but is
also about opening up
opportunity for new
service providers and
enabling new products
and services”
determine a blueprint for compliance
and readiness, a timetable for achieving
this, and key milestones and targets to
deliver improved security of customer
authentication and fraud reduction
along the way. The statement said that
the FCA will not take enforcement
action against firms if they do not meet
the relevant requirements for strong
authentication from September 14
2019 in areas covered by the agreed
migration plan, where there is evidence
that they have taken the necessary steps
to comply.

What Role Does
Security Play?

What makes this particularly relevant
for the cybersecurity industry is
the introduction of strict security
requirements for the initiation and
processing of electronic payments.
In particular, articles 94-98 (in
chapter four) of the directive cover the
areas of security and data protection.
Article 94 states that “payment service
providers shall only access, process
and retain personal data necessary
for the provision of their payment
services, with the explicit consent of the
payment service user” – echoing the
guidelines of the GDPR.
Neira Jones explains that “PSD2
is much broader in terms of who it
applies to” than PSD, as the PSD2
RTS contains directives on strong
customer authentication and
secure communication.
Jones adds: “Modification of the
online banking interface means
providing an interface for the third
party upon authentication of the
customer” and this means securely

authenticating anyone who is accessing
the data.
McMurtrie says that strong customer
authentication means more use of multifactor authentication, typically using two
factors: knowledge elements, possession
elements and inherent elements. “Each
person has to be authenticated by a
means of authentication from at least two
of these.”
He says that one of the issues here
is that e-commerce typically does not
involve physical presence, and this
has led to a reliance on passwords.
He predicts more of a move to the
use of biometrics as one of the
inherent elements.
As well as authentication, Jones says
that it is about securing the connection
interface between the user and the
third party, or the user and the bank.
This is where security plays a major
part in PSD2, as Jones explains that
“if your CISO is not involved in PSD2
endeavors, talk to them as that is their
job, and there are various specifications
in security in PSD2 as it is about basic
requirements that are nothing new.”
Jones admits that, since she has been
working on PSD2, she is yet to find
a CISO who has been involved in
implementing the regulation.
One thing that GDPR has driven
is better standards on incident
response with its 72-hour data breach
reporting rule. Likewise, the PSD2
RTS article 96 states that “in the case
of a major operational or security
incident, payment service providers
shall, without undue delay, notify
the competent authority in the home
Member State of the payment service
provider” and provide the relevant
details of the incident to the regulator.

However, Paul van der Lee, director,
EMEA North at Ping Identity, argues
that it is unfair to compare GDPR and
PSD2, as “the aims of the regulations
are different.”
He says: “PSD2 is aimed not just
at protecting customer rights and
allowing for proper handling of
complaints, but is also about opening
up opportunity for new service
providers and enabling new products
and services, whilst at the same time,
increasing security.
“It took some time post-GDPR for
companies to get fully up to speed on
the required level of response to major
incidents and we are only just seeing fines
at the level that was originally threatened.”

Have You Heard the News?
Jones argues that there is a general lack
of understanding about PSD2 within
the security sector, saying it is only in
the industry’s “vague consciousness.”
Part of the challenge is that some
aspects of the RTS remain open to
interpretation, points out van der
Lee, and what some people believe
to be compliance falls short in the
eyes of other experts. “Ultimately,
customer adoption will impact what
organizations seek to do with regards to
PSD2. The organizations that are best
able to develop new offerings based on
the disruption will get a competitive
advantage, and the people (and
technology companies) that can make
that happen will become very valuable.”
What about fraud – will PSD2 go
far enough to rule that out? Jones says
she feels it has “got more than enough”
to do so, while McMurtrie says that
there has been low awareness levels
regarding the payment fraud problem
that PSD2 is trying to resolve. “This
lack of consistency is a problem for
understanding the directive, and likely
even harder for those trying to comply
with it,” he says.
Overall, the aim to reduce payment
fraud should be welcomed, and
while the time has been provided to
achieve compliance, the feeling that
the majority will not achieve it is a
concern. A survey of over 2000 British
adults by Equifax found that 66% rate
“safe and secure payments” as the most
important factor in the online checkout
process, while 76% would be willing
to accept a slower or less convenient
checkout experience in return for
greater payment security.
Perhaps this is evident of siloes
across the business; if PSD2 is not seen
as a priority for security but is still seen
to be a responsibility of the fraud team,
then a better converged business will
deal with it more efficiently
END
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01 Straighteners

Are Hot!

Hair straighteners – the must have
tool in any stylist’s handbag and one
that women (and men for that matter)
have worshipped since its creation.
However, it seems those clever curl
killing implements could have a more
sinister side.
We have all read the warnings about
leaving them plugged in and the horror
that could ensue – for the uninitiated,
these devices can heat up to more than
200°C and have caused over half a
million fires in the UK alone.
Thanks to modern technology, this
risk has been reduced by making them
Bluetooth capable – not something you
would instantly think a necessity, but
much more useful than you may think.
The connectivity lets the user link the
straighteners to a mobile app and means
they can control the temperature, as well
as set a timer to shut them off – stopping
people who accidentally run out the
house in a rush coming back to a lot less
house than they once had.
However, Pen Test Partners wanted to
see if one particular manufacturer – the
Glamouriser hair straighteners – had
safety measures of a different kind in
place. The researchers have a passion
for setting fire to ‘smart things’ – don’t
ask us why – but said they had only
managed to char an iKettle so far.
Straighteners became their next target
as they wanted to know whether it was
possible to hack them and have their
own fun. Well, after tampering with the
app’s code, they found it rather easy to
take over the straighteners with a Java
script. Clever team.
The security flaws didn’t stop there.
It actually turned out that anyone
within range of the device with the
app downloaded on their phone
could take them over. Yes, you would
have to be fairly close to connect via
Bluetooth, but it still means someone
could set the automatic shut off time
to the maximum of 20 minutes –
more than long enough for something
hideous to happen.
The researchers said a simple bonding
function with the paired device could
have stopped this and seemed somewhat
bemused as to why the makers had left
this out in the first place.
Perhaps they just didn’t think it would
occur to people to hack into a set of
hair straighteners, but all we are saying
is don’t upset someone in range of your
hair products.

SLACK
SPACE
Grumbles / Groans / Gossip
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FaceApp Fears

If you are anything like us, then you will
be almost bored to tears of your Facebook
news feed being filled to the brim with
‘old’ versions of your nearest and dearest.
FaceApp has gone viral, and everyone
from Hollywood stars to Bob next door
has been desperate to see how they will
look as doddery old men and women.
The app takes a photo of your choice
and, by using artificial intelligence,
it modifies the image to show you a
glimpse into your future – one where
you will be more likely to be using a
walking stick than your smartphone.
We are in no rush to see those extra
lines – although we don’t mind the
option that makes us look younger –
but those who are may want to heed
warning from a US senator.
You see, the app is actually made in
Russia – in the Skolkovo tech area near
Moscow to be precise – which instantly
rings alarm bells for a number of less
trusting types. One of these is Chuck
Schumer, who has called on both the
FBI and the Federal Trade Commission
to look into both its national security
and privacy risks.
He said: “It would be deeply troubling
if the sensitive personal information of
US citizens was provided to a hostile
foreign power actively engaged in cyberhostilities against the United States.”
He is not alone in his concerns.
According to newspaper reports, the
Democratic National Committee has
also warned campaigners to delete the
app from their phones.
The app’s backers – Wireless Labs –
told the press they didn’t have any access
to the personal data and for everyone
to calm down. However, as the most
downloaded app on Google Play, there
would be righteous concern if they did.
Right now, we are just wondering why
over 100 million people are so desperate
to see themselves looking aged and
grizzly. Pass us the Olay!

1. Researchers
discover
vulnerability
in ‘smart’ hair
styling tool

2. Face-aging
app might have
hidden security
risks

03

What a Ride

The price of a taxi used to make it a
luxury – a last resort if you didn’t make
the last train or night bus home, or one
for showing off to your date that you had
the bucks to escort them home (even if
your bank balance ached later).
However, thanks to Uber and its ilk,
many more of us are likely to stumble
out from the bar straight onto our
phones, or stay out far later than we were
supposed to, now we no longer have that
last mode of transport curfew.
Well, some late night revelers in San
Diego and Washington recently had to
pay a lot more than they bargained for.
Users took to Twitter to complain
about a so-called ‘glitch’ that saw fare
prices agreed on the Uber app go up
by 100-times when they came off their
debit or credit card. We are not talking
about small amounts here either. One
user, who was supposed to spend $96.72,
claimed to have paid out $9672.
Another went from $19.05 to $1905
– and get this, it was on the rider’s
husband’s birthday, seeing his card
smash his limit and stopping any more
fun frolics to celebrate.
Uber says the issue has been fixed, but
it would not say how many people had
been affected or what caused the problem
in the first place. This, of course, has
led to a lot of questions and even more
security fears about linking your debit
and credit cards to an account.
You are able to pay in cash, but the
ease of having a card linked is a selling
point – as well as making it even easier
to forget how much you spent on that
night out.
The money was returned, meaning
after some understandable stress, all was
well – but it might just make some think
twice about that extra beer and resorting
to our phones to get home.
Oh, who are we kidding…whose
round is it?

3. Taxi trouble
as glitch sees
fares skyrocket

To share your thoughts with us please contact us at infosecurity.press@reedexpo.co.uk
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Parting
Shots...
Dan Raywood, Deputy Editor

A

t the halfway point of this
year, and at one of the main
conferences in our industry,
Infosecurity released its State of
Cybersecurity Report. This was the
second year running that Infosecurity
carried out this research and the findings
were released at Infosecurity Europe.
The concept behind the report was to
produce an editorially-independent
survey of the industry and determine
what the most common trends were.
Unlike some other reports that
Infosecurity comes across, where the
research is outsourced and often
sponsored to better promote a product or
service, Infosecurity’s aim was to create a
report with a clear intention and research
path. Therefore, when this year’s research
was completed, we had interviewed 60
industry professionals from a variety of
roles, including: CISO, CEO, managing
director, SOC manager, security evangelist
and many more. From those interviews,
we determined 31 distinct trends, which
included: five top trends, five ‘lower’ trends
and eight ‘single response’ trends.
The full report is available to download
from our website (https://www.infosecuritymagazine.com/white-papers/state-ofcybersecurity-report-2019-1/). From this
research, it was of particular interest to
me to learn how the trends that came to
light are affecting the next generation of
cybersecurity professionals, impacting what
is being taught and outlining the obstacles
they are coming up against.
Therefore, at the beginning of July,
Infosecurity conducted a new set of
questionnaire-based research, asking
a series of questions to a set of ‘next
generation’ cybersecurity pros/students
around the trends featured in our 2019
State of Cybersecurity Report. Also
participating in this research was Cyber
Security Challenge, whose white hat
community contributed answers to the
research. Therefore, most of the answers
received were anonymized.
The first question we asked related to
the top research finding that ‘technology
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troubles’ were the biggest concern. Now,
we appreciate that new people won’t
have had major experience working with
technology, so instead we asked: do you
feel you will be ready to deal with threats
with the knowledge and experience
you have? We had 26 responses to this
question, with 15 either saying “yes”
or giving an otherwise positive answer,
with common answers along the lines of
“with the right team, yes.”

it was a concern that some of those
respondents felt the need to do extra
research to answer our question.
Another question we asked was whether
respondents would expect a company
to train them on the job in those skills
needed for compliance and cloud? We
got 27 responses to this, and 22 were
positive, saying “I would expect any
job to provide training to help new
employees grow in areas that their

“ There is a need for people
to learn on their own time
and money to get ahead”
In contrast, 11 respondents gave a
negative response, with views including
“it’s a mistake to always be chasing
the newest and exciting threat vectors
at the expense of leaving an area of
your defense to stagnate.” This sort of
perspective was common, and another
respondent said “99% of attacks are the
result of negligent security practices,
the remaining 1% are more targeted
corporate espionage.”
Another popular trend coming out
of this year’s research was compliance,
which was also the top trend in our 2018
research. We asked the respondents
if they were aware of the demands of
compliance frameworks, what they
mean, and how they’re different. In
particular, we named GDPR, PCI DSS
and PSD2 as the main compliance
frameworks. Again, the response was
relatively positive, with 20 of the 25
people responding confidently. One
respondent said: “I feel within university
there is a lack of education around these
topics, whilst often at conferences it is
spoken about a lot” whilst there is also
research and reading available to find
out more.
Even though there was a generally
positive response to this question,

job role will benefit from,” while a
respondent added “I would also expect
to do a lot of personal study in my own
time.” Again, this showed that there is
a need for people to learn on their own
time and money to get ahead.
One question we asked which
got a split response was around job
ads for roles in cybersecurity and if
respondents require unachievable
levels of experience and qualifications,
to which 15 individuals responded
negatively, whilst 12 were more
positive. This question was relevant
as too many reports have been made
about applicants needing specific
certifications or experience for certain
positions, or having certifications that
require certain levels of experience.
Whilst our sample set was small, it
does show that this is still a problem to
be overcome.
This research will be an ongoing
project for Infosecurity for the next few
months, and will be presented at some
of the upcoming conferences. Until
then, know that the next generation of
cybersecurity professionals are eager to
learn, aware of the challenges and wellprepared for what a cybersecurity career
will throw at them
END
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WORKS WITH ANY CLOUD PROVIDER, INCLUDING

WINDOWS
OS X

EMAIL
ATTACHMENTS
FILE TRANSFER

The iStorage cloudAshur Hardware Security Module is a PIN authenticated, hardware encrypted USB device that encrypts all data in
transit and at rest with a FIPS certified randomly generated AES 256-bit encrypted encryption key which is stored within a dedicated
iStorage secure microprocessor (CC 4+ Ready).
cloudAshur offers ultimate protection of your data, whether itʼs stored in the cloud, on your PC/MAC or transferred as an email
attachment or file sharing software. cloudAshur eliminates data security vulnerabilities associated with cloud platforms, such
as lack of control and unauthorised access to your confidential data.
ENCRYPT to ensure the ultimate protection of your data. SHARE your encrypted data securely with authorised users.
MANAGE your cloudAshur devices centrally.
www.istorage-uk.com | info@istorage-uk.com | +44 (0) 20 8991 6260

